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What the Subscriber gets out
of a newspaper depends on
what the Editor puts into it

140 Boys, Girls
Enrol In Butler
Victory Corps

Many New Income
Tax Payers Delay
Making Returns

0 Renew Memberships
n Campaign To Enol 300; Stanford
ddresses Meeting

State Militia Officers
Here To Serve As
Instructors; Legion
Is Sponsor

Final Warning Issued
To All. Who Earned
$500 Or More In
1942

rnbers of the Caldwell Counarm Bureau, holding their
at meeting at Ogden MethoChurch Saturday noon, Feb.
eelected M. P. Brown presifor 1943, chose other officers
directors, and heard J. E.
ford, new secretary of the
tucky Farm Bureau. outline
Victory Food farm program.
pproximately 90 members
renewed their affiliation
the Farm Bureau here in
current membership camn, Edwin Lamb, chairman,
Monday. The campaign cornee is starting this week to
it both old and new mem, working toward a goal of
for this year. Present memhip is 206.
fficers and directors chosen
e: President, M. P. Brown,
ected; Vice President, EdLamb; Secretary-Treasurer,
P. Oldham, reelected.
irectors, elected by district:
ersville, Mack Rustin; Hall,
aid Roberts; White, C. K. Mcly; Cobb, Roy Newsom;
ndship, Urey Cook;‘Fredonia,
. Ray, J. J. Koon; Princeton,
. D. W. Satterfield, Mrs. Ray
lartin, W. G. McConnell, W.
Crawford, L. B. Sims, John
an, Charles B. Lester.
dvisory Committee, designatfor the first time: J. F. Gra, Miss Nancy B. Scrugham;
K. Crawford, W. C. Sparks,
homas Page, Saul Pogrostky,
E. Traylor, Herman Brenda
G. M. Pedley.

(By Gene Young)
Butler High School boys and
girls now have a chance to receive military training
while
they are in high school, through
a program inaugurated Monday,
March 1, by the American Legion. Boys and girls 15 years old
and more will receive two or
more hours of basic drill each
week.
Response to the program has
been good, with about 80 boys
and 60 girls taking part. This
training is expected to be helpful to boys now in high school
but who will be inducted into
the" Army within the next year,
A. C. Nuckols, head of the program said.
The plan is in cooperation with
the nation-wide Victory Corps
program of the national government. Explaining that any boy
or girl who completes the course
will be given a diploma, Mr.
Nuckols urged full cooperation
of all boys and girls.
The State is also helping by
sending to Princeton First Lt.
Gilbert Givin and First Sgt.
Loyd Taylor, of the Active State
Militia ,to act as instructors for
the corps. Lieutenant Gilbert
pointed out that this is the first
time State troops have been used
for this purpose.
The Victory Corps program
also has been instituted at Dotson High, where about 30 boys
are drilling, and at Cobb High
where Clyde Wood is in charge.
Other county high schools are
expected to take up the Army
training next week, Mr. Nuchols
said. Harry Halt and Frank
Gordon have been added as instructors at Butler High.

While business firms and individuals to whom preparation
of income tax forms is an old
story are keeping pace with filing returns as in other years,
many persons who are required
to pay income tax the first time
this year have not bothered as
yet, Princeton tax experts said
this week, and there is bound
to be a last minute rush to get
in under the deadline, with
many persons becoming delinquent.
Of some 1,000 new income tax
payers who work in Princeton's
four largest industries, fewer
than 100 have had help with
their returns from representatives of the U. S. Collector's Office, stationed here, or from local
tax experts, J. B. Lestet said
Monday.
Collector S. R. Glenn, of the
Louisville internal revenue office,
warned again this week that an
income tax return must be filed
by March 15, by every single
person whose gross income for
1942 was $500 or more, and by
every married person living with
husband or wife if their combined income was $1,200 or
more last year. Mr. Glenn's
statement said:
"By paying your taxes on or
before March 15, you have nothing to fear. Your payment will
be credited to your account, reducing by so much the taxes you
will later have to pay. This is
an important consideration to
keep in mind. The more you pay
up now, the less you will have
to pay in the future. You have
everything to gain by paying;
and you have everything to hose
by not paying."

Caldwell Red Cross
Wins Another Award
For High Achievement

Civilian Defense
Needs Are Cited

March Contingent
Goes To Induction
Center Tuesday

Lt. Mae Olson (above), of Little Falls, Minn., one of 24 Army
nurses recruited from ranks of airlines hostesses, is the first
American girl to land on Guadalcanal since the war began, it
was reported. She visited the island in an ambulance plane which
took away wounded soldiers. She is shown here in training at
—AP Telemat
Bowman Field, near Louisville, Ky.

Fresh Fruit And Vegetable Sales
Jump Here Under Rationing
Canned goods sales have fallen
off considerably in 'Princeton
groceries this week with start
of the point rationing system,
store operators said Wednesday,
but housewives are buying four
or five times as much fresh
vegetables and fresh fruit as
local stores ever sold before.
Groceries display signs advising buyers how many points each
rationed item costs, as well as its
price, and there is very little

complaint. Considerable confusion
exists as yet, largely because
shoppers do not advise themselves, by reading newspapers
and other sources of rationing information before they go to
their groceries, managers said.
Many women express surprise at how many points some
items cost and there is more demand for dried beans than for
any other rationed item, the
grocers report.

Stork Busy Here; Three
Babies Arrive Within
24 Hours At Hospital

Merchants To Get
Tax Information

Business was brisk at the
ollowing final examinations
Army physicians at Evans- Princeton Hospital between the
Tuesday, 39 Caldwell coun- early hours of Monday and Tuesmen, members of the March day, it was reported Tuesday
ft contingent which left here morning by Mrs. I. B. Tanner,
morning, were accepted for superintendent. In 24 hours, three
we service.
babies were born: A daughter
hey were: Edward L. Mitch-' Monday morning to Prof. and
Billy W. Giannini, Wade H. Mrs. Kendall V. Bryant, followhols, Jr., Clifton W. Nichols, ed by a daughter to Mr. and
eph W. Pickens, William E. Mrs. Cecil Highfil, Mexico, and
k, Rexie C. Smiley, Chas. E. later, a son to Mr. and Mrs.
ambliss, James C. Conner, Howard Rice, Fredonia.
rnon W. Stallins, Robert F.
t, Raymond J. Lievers, D. C. 13 Florida Coons Are
ller, James W. Hobby, Otis
W. Mc- Distributed In County
Cormick, Eugene
esney, Carl E. Harmon, Ellis
Coons, 13 of them, from Florida
ckwell, Doris
Y. Thomas, were received by the Caldwell
est Johnson, Charles K. Mar- County Game and Fish Associa. Coy H. Crisp, 'Charles L. tion by express Tuesday. They
tchell, Earl C. Jones, Luther were sent by the Kentucky DiOliver, James E. Ward, James vision of Game and Fish, DePool, Hugh T. Lowery, Bern- partment of Conservation, and
C. Hobby, Herbert C. Alex- have been turned over to Willder, Charley Walker, James iam L. Jones, who will distriLee, William F. Hughes, John bute them, for propagation, over
Stinebaugh.
the county, J. L. Groom, secref the March selectees, the tary, said Wednesday.
lowing volunteered for servin the Navy: Bart Leon
Fats Collection Vital,
esham, William Garland Jones,
y Davis Woodruff, Niles Til- Quota Here 14,449 Lbs.
d Holeman and Robert Glenn
Caldwell county's quota in the
ett.
national fats campaign is 14,499
wenty-two of those who went pounds, or one pound a person
Evansville Tuesday morning for the year, J. J. Rice, secrere rejected by the Army ex- tary of the salvage branch, WPB,
iners. Two others failed to advised The Leader this week.
ort.
202,000
is
Kentucky's quota
pounds a month and "every
cepts New Position
pound of grease collected will
Mrs. Byron Childress has ac- help knock out the Axis," Mr.
ted a position in the clerical Rice says, urging housewives
partment of the Kentucky here to aid this vital effort to
and Collar Co. She as- collect fats from which high
ed her new duties Tuesday. oxplosives are made.

Scores of teachers and volunrs, who worked hard and late
the job of efficiently issuing
ar Ration Book No. 2 last
ok, were thanked by County
tion Board officials and school
ads for their patriotic service.
ong those who performed thik
ty were:
Workers At Butler
H. J. Watson, in charge; Miss
thel Solomon, chief clerk; MRS
irginia Hodge, Mrs. McKee
ompson, Miss Louise Jones,
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Business Men's Meeting Is Scheduled At
Library Tonight
Merchants of Princeton and
surrounding area, facing new tax
and payroll recording problems,
will have an opportunity to obtain information concerning current regulations and trends at a
business men's conference to be
held Thursday night, March 4,
at 7:30 o'clock, at the George
Coon Library.
Open to all retail and wholesale operators, the conference is
offered as a free business service by the State Division of Vocational Education. Harry Joiner
will be chairman of the Princeton meeting and is in charge of
Kentucky
arrangements. The
Hardware and Implement Association is sponsoring this conference as one of a State-wide
series to be held during March
and April. The Kentucky Retail
Merchants Association is cooperating.
Morris Jones, secretary of the
Tennesse Hardware Association
and field representative of the
Kentucky Hardware Association
will bring latest available information on taxes and records
which must be kept by merchants. The meeting will be informal, and those in attendance
will be invited to ask questions
and to participate in the discussion.
Grocers, druggists, dry goods,
hardware, restaurant and all
types of retail store owners,
managers and operators are invited to attend.
L.

Margaret Bodenhamer
Is Slightly Injured
Mar ga r et Bodenhamer, 14,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. L.
W. Bodenhamer, was slightly injured Tuesday afternoon when
struck by a car in front of Koltinsky's Grocery. The accident
of
occurred when congestion
traffic caught her between two
ca , Mr. Bodenhamer said.

Mrs. B. W. Giannini, Miss Beulah
Mullins, A. 0. Dodge, Ruth
Hubbard.
Miss Rebecca Henderson, Irene
Lane, Betty Sue Pruett, Mary
E. Smith, Miss Sarah Trotter.
Miss Mary Wilson, George
Greer, Margaret A. Cartwright,
Wilma Gilky, Margaret Dean
Ethridge, June Smiley, Gene
Miss Jessie Mae Watson left
Young.
Mrs. Frank Craig, Mrs. J. D. Wednesday for Detroit, where
Alexander, Mrs. Everett How- she will visit her sister, Mrs.
Elliot Mitchell and Mr. Mitchell.
(Please turn to Page Siz)

Caldwell County Chapter,
American Red Cross, received a Certificate of CoWednesday for
operation
"Valuable Assistance in MakVests for
ing Fur-Lined
members of the Merchant
Marine of the United States
and the United Nations."
The certificate was signed
by Rear Admiral Emory S.
Land, U. S. Maritime Commission. The local chapter
has made the largest contribution of fur in the First
Congressional district, officials were advised by Admiral Lamb.

State Legion Head
Urges More Interest In
Princeton Unit

Revitalization of the local
Civilian Defense unit was strongly urged by Edgar N. Caldwell,
State commander of the American Legion and area advisor for
the Fifth Service Command, before a representative group of
Princetonians meeting in the K.
U. basement Tuesday night.
Mr. Caldwell told of how
necessary it is to get national
war programs to all the people
of the community speedily and
said the "Block" or "War Club"
method, employed by the Civilian Defense organization, is the
most efficient means for doing
this. Leo F. Walker, chairman of
the county-city C. V. unit, presided.
Campaign For Reading The Civilian Defense Council
will meet at the courthouse
Material For Camps
Tuesday night, March 9, at 7:30
o'clock. All citizens, especially
Ends Saturday
women who are interested, are
must
patriotism
whose
thief,
A
requested to be present,
urgently
five
be wholly lacking, took
books, donated for Uncle Sam's Mr. Walker said.
fighting men in the current
books-for-Army-camp campaign, Butler Musicians To
from the lobby of the Capitol
Theater last weekend, Mary Wil- Compete Friday Night
Members of Butler High School
son Eldred, chairman, reported
Band will compete in a solo
Monday.
Notwithstanding this loss, the contest Friday night at the
local drive has netted more than school auditorium at 7:30 it was
200 books to date, Miss Eldred announced by Prof. K.V. Bryant,
said, with more promised as the Tuesday. Winners will be awardcampaign nears its close this ed medals offered by the BandParents' Club and will repreweekend.
A contest among members of sent Butler at the district meet,
the Kiwanis Club produced 61 to be held at Madisonville. No
books. All who will donate to admission will be charged and
this war need are asked to take the public is invited.
their books to the George Coon
Library by Saturday afternoon, OWI Chief On Radio
the chairman said.

Thief Takes Books
Given To Soldiers

His Hat In Ring

Red Cross Teams
Obtain Third Of
Quota In Two Days
"Long, Hard Pull To
Goal But We'll Make
It," Says Chairman
Frank Wood

Ben Kilgore
For the last 10 years widely
known throughout Kentucky as
secretary of the State Farm
Bureau Federation, which post
he resigned effective March 1,
Ben Kilgore, St. Mathews, announced his candidacy for the
Democratic nomination for Governor in a formal statement released today.

Beloved Mother
Called By Death
Mrs. M. L. Dollar Succumbed Saturday; Funeral Service Sunday
Mrs. Mary Louella Dollar, one
of Princeton's best known elder
women, who had endeared herself to a large circle of friends,
died at her home on N. Jefferson street Saturday morning,
following a long illness. She
would have been 80 years old in
May.
Mrs. Dollar was born in the
Fredonia community and lived
in this county all her life, the
greater portion of her married
life having been spent in Princeton. She was the daughter of
Missouri Jane
John W. and
Stegar, and was married, October 26, 1881, to Jasper Gideon
Dollar, who preceded her in
death, in 1910. She is survived
by two daughters, Mrs. W. H.
McElroy, and Mrs. J. E. Hillyard,
Fredonia; and by three sons, G.
H., Bismark, N. D.; Stegar, Bowling Green, and James, Madisonville.
grand - daughters, Mrs.
Six
Robert Scallon, Cincinnati; Misses
Evelyn Dollar, Bowling Green;
Nancy Helen Dollar, Bismark,
N. D.; Blanche Lynn, Mary
Stegar and Daphne Belle Dollar,
Madisonville; and a grandson,
Billy McElroy, Princeton, also
survive.
Funeral services, largely attended, were held from her late
residence Sunday afternon, the
Rev. J. G. Cothran, pastor of the
First Baptist Church, of which
Mrs. Dollar was a member, officiating. Burial was in Cedar
Hill Cemetery.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank G. Wood,
Mrs. Frank Wylie, Mrs. Walter
Towery and Rumsey Taylor
sang.
Honorary pallbearers: W. D.
Dawson, Dr. I. Z. Barber, Gus
Kortrecht, Hubert Young, William Wylie, Frank Wylie, J. S.
Williams and Dique Eldred. Active, Charles Ratliff, Sam Koltinsky, Conway Lacy, George
Pettit, Duke Petitt and Kelly
Martin.

Newsprint Price Boost
Goes In Effect Monday
(By Associated Press)
Washington, March 2—An increase of $4 a ton in the ceiling on newsprint paper, authorized by the United States
and Canadian governments, became effective Monday.
.,.?Orrs. Gus Deen and daughter,
\
"Dotty", were visitors in Louisville ,Friday.
Carlton Linton, Paducah,
spent Wednesday here with Mrs.
Tom Simmons and other friends.

Teams of businessmen and
women, volunteers in the War
Fund campaign for the Red
Cross, went out in severe winter
weather Tuesday and Wednesday and at the end of the first
two days, approximately onethird of the Caldwell county
chapter's quota had been obtained, Frank G. Wood, campaign chairman said.
Canvassing the business district Monday„ the men's teams
obtained $1,245 in donations and
pledges, the chairman said. No
report had been made late Wednesday on residential solicitation but four booths, located in
the K. U. office, the First National and the Farmers National
banks, and the courthouse lobby,
had taken in $347 at mid-afternoon, Mr. Wood said.
The campaign throughout the
nation is to run through March
but local Red Cross workers and
officials hope to bring a speedier conclusion here. "While it
still is a long, hard pull to the
$3,500 goal," Mr. Wood said, "we
have every hope our loyal
workers will stick to the job
until Caldwell county again
meets its quota, as it always has
done in the past."
Clubs and the dates they are
to have charge of the Red Cross
booths are as follows:
March 2, Merry Maids, President, Kathryn Kevil; March 3,
P. T. A., President, Mrs. J. D.
Alexander; March 4, Eastern
Star, President, Mrs. Robert
Traylor; March 5, Book Lovers,
Mrs. John Ed Young; March 6,
U. D. C., President, Mrs. Sam
Catlett; March 8, Gradatim Club,
President, Mrs. R. B. Ratliff;
March 9, Modern Pricilla, President, Mrs. J. D. Stevens; March
10, Woman's Club, President,
Mrs. C. H. Jaggers; March 11, As
You Like It, President, Mrs. J.
B. Lester; March 12, Legion Auxiliary, President, Mrs. F. T. Linton.

War Bond Sales
Again Double Quota
I. C. Personnel Praised;
Hosiery Mill Sponsor
For March
Caldwell county, continuing to
rank with the foremost in Kentucky as it has all along, again
far over-sold its War Bond quota
for February, Dr. C. F. Englehardt, chairman, reported Wednesday, total for the month having reached $43,518.98. The quota
was $20,000.
The chairman gave high praise
to the personnel of the Illinois
Central System, sponsor of February Bond sales.
March quota is $22,000, with
the Princeton Hosiery Mill as
as
sponsor and R. S. Sneed
chairman. Many employes of this
company already are investing
10 percent of their pay each
week in War Bonds, Dr. Engelhardt said.

Rodes Myers Here In
Interest Of Candidacy
Lieut. Gov. Rodes K. Myers,
only announced candidate thus
far for the Democratic nomination for Governor, was a visitor
here last Friday. He talked with
County Judge H. L. Stephens
about Caldwell's indebtedness
and with I. C. men. Judge
Stephens introduced the candidate around the courthouse and
D. B. Osborne did the honors
elsewhere about town.

To Clarify War News

Former Princeton Boy
Elected Fraternity Officer
).William Kimball Underwood,
junior in the College of Arts
and Science at the Univresity of
Kentucky, was recently elected
secretary of Phi Kappa Tau social fraternity. He is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. G. K. Underwood,
333 South Seventeenth street,
from
Paducah. He graduated
Butler high school at Princeton
and is a grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. T. W. Woodruff, Franklin
street.

Elmer Davis, director of the
Office of War Information, will
begin a series of weekly 15minute broadcasts Friday, March
12, from 10:45 to 11:00 p. m.
Eastern War Time. They will
be carried by NBC, CBS and the
Blue networks, and will be rebroadcast each Saturday at 4:00
p. m. by the Mutual Broadcasting Company. The broadcasts
will not carry news which has
not already been available to
newspapers but will attempt to
summarize and clarify important
war developments.

Women Are Filling Men's Jobs
At Roundhouse Of C. Here
Woman power has come into
its own in a most unusual place,
. The Illinois
in Princeton .
Central roundhouse, domain of
men exclusively until now, has
yielded to war pressure.
Miss Irene Board, already is
working there, doing chemistry
tests on water from engine boilers, and four or five more young

women of Princeton will go on
the payroll in the near future,
R. A. Willard, general foreman,
said Wednesday.
The new feminine roundhouse
workers will clean engines, boilthe
and
ers, tanks, jackets
roundhouse generally, Mr. Willard said. A crew of six men
will continue to do the heavy
work, such as lifting.
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No Finer Example
Whatever the ultimate strength of our
Army, Navy and Marine Corps and however valiant their feats at arms, our fighting men can set no finer example of democracy at its best than now is being manifested by an army of 3,000,000 volunteer
women workers, trained in the many wartime activities of the American Red Cross.
We in Princeton may be proud of the
record being established by scores of these
Red Cross women workers; yes, and of the
business and professional men who this
week are giving their time to the Red Cross
War campaign. Never has a finer group of
citizens assembled to undertake a more
vital task than that which gathered last
week at the Presbyterian Annex and pledged
to get the money assigned the Caldwell
County Chapter as its quota of the $125,000,000 total needed by the greatest of all
humane organizations.
Ere this is read, it is confidently anticipated most if not all of the local chapter's
quota will have been subscribed, for all
know the great works of the Red Cross
throughout the world, in peace and in
war, and will give to its need in this hour
of humanity's worst travail.
What cause could be nobler than binding up the wounds of men torn in battle?
Of alleviating the suffering of millions
rendered homeless by war's brutality? Of
feeding starving children who, through no
fau:t of their own, are crying for bread? Or
of aiding the afflicted and the distressed
here at home? Certainly there is no organization like the Red Cross; and also certainly, all of us are glad to provide the sinews
of succor, liberally, through this agency
in which all the world has confidence and
trust.

1111
War Comes Home
To Every Individual
This week rationing ... which meansethe
division of what is available in the most
equitable manner among all, becomes real in
every home as housewives, after a week's
study of the point system of buying foods,
begin the job of providing their families
with the best and most nutritious diets
they can manage from their No. 2 books.
Food news is now the most important of
all news. It has been for months but, despite advice and warnings via press and
radio, recognition of true facts as pertaining to edibles dawned only with news of
the 48 points a month for each individual—
and how little they would buy.
Now it appears we will eat frugally, about
the same sort of restricted diet as our
British cousins. Probably we never will hit
as low a level as they do in England but the
difference will be felt more because we start
from a higher plane.
National and State agricultural agencies
are sending out the best sort of advice. It
deals with home and farm gardens for
every family, with canning and preserving
vegetables and fruits in season, with careful study of human nutrition and how to
manage a balanced diet. Perhaps ere long
we shall see a big boom in buying of vitamin pills, for economy and for nourishment.
In five weeks or less meat, cheese, butter
and milk will be rationed. We will be eating more starchy foods, especially cereals
and bread. The meat eaters will suffer most
by deprivation . . . but probably may improve in health, if a balanced diet results
from necessity. Certainly family habits will
change along with food buying practices, as
war, the great leveler, makes itself felt
three times ,daily at everybody's table.
And, if you've thought you could help
your personal situation somewhat by "eating out" once each day, at boarding houses,
restaurants or hotels, better think again;
for these places too are under food rationing regulations and probably will be unable
to feed as many persons at regular meal
times as before, while some may be forced
to forego selling any food at all between
meals.
Money doesn't count for so much now ...
it is the ratio)? points that count. And the
ration points are doled out to all alike, regardless of income. This is the redeeming
feature of rationing: It affects all in the
same way and it gives the same protection
to each of us.
Perhaps, in the long pull, food rationing
will, by bringing a return of home canning,
home gardening, frugality, waste stoppage
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and other honored practices of the days before our way of living became so lush, become a blessing is disguise. At any rate it
is time now to face at least some of the
stern facts of this total war, as they affect
every home; and to do the sensible things
to meet this part of our war burden.

Termed Solid Man
A few of those "king makers" whisper
they don't believe Donaldson can win in November. If he can't, no man can, not even
Rodes Myers of Bowling Green, who makes
the best public appearance and best speech
of any of the Democratic candidates.
It is true Donaldson is no "glamour boy,"
but it is equally true the election of a Governor of Kentucky should not be a beauty
contest. Northern Kentuckians know Donaldson as a solid man of ability and warm
human qualities, whose friends cleave to
him. They also know him as a man who
knows his way around in politics and statescraft.
Donaldson scored heavily last week when
the House Appropriations Committee in
Washington repotted that only four states
outrank Kentucky in highway projects already approved for postwar construction by
the Federal Works Agency. Those states are
New York, California, Missouri and Pennsylvania.
Major General Philip B. Fleming told the
House Appropriations Committee that Kentucky had submitted 16 highway projects,
to cost an estimated $7,000,000. This was
75 percent of the State's allotment. The program was approved October 6. This approval date was important in view of the
fact that a newspaper correspondent recently sought to show that Donaldson's postwar highway program was all in his mind.
What confuses many Northern Kentuckians, who know Donaldson as a neighbor, a
thoughtful man of his word, and an administrator of outstanding ability, is the
fact that some "king makers" appear to be
cool toward his candidacy. Can it be they
fear a lawyer, banker, proved executive,
humanitarian, and believer in the merit
system who knows his own mind, in the
Governor's office at Frankfort?—Cincinnati
Enquirer.

Washington In Wartime

Luce Sparks Start A Fire
By Jack Stinnett
Associated Press Features
Washington.—Well, it has happened here.
I mean a freshman Congressman (only in
this instance it's a Congress-woman) has
made a mark.
Mrs. Clare Boothe Luce, with her "globaloney" speech on post-war control of the
world air lanes, knocked the lid off an international controversy that you probably
will be hearing about from now until doomsday.
In less than 24 hours, it had reverberations in the British Parliament, and you can
.lay odds safely that it was being talked
about in Russia,and South America.
If that had been the end of it, old-line
observers on Capitol Hill might have written Mrs. Luce's verbal explosion off as an
accident. But Mrs. Luce managed to make
it pretty convincing that she's no flash in
the Congressional pan. Within a few days
she was crossing verbal swords in committee hearings with Assistant Secretary
of State A. A. Berle.
As nearly as it can be reduced to simple
statements, the post-war air controversy is
a matter of how to reduce freedom of the
seas to freedom of the air. In other words,
all ships may have anchorage in all the ports
of the world (for a sum, of course, and
subject to certain regulations which are not
prohibitive). But after the war, are we going to make our airports accessible to the
planes of all foreign nations, and are they
going to make their ports accessible to us?
Furthermore, will the , big transports and
bombers now going to our allies under lendlease be used to compete with the United
States in carrying passengers, mail and
freight?
It is no wonder that Mrs. Luce's maiden
speech, bringing this into the open, made
Congressional history.
111
Coal has been known to man for more
than 2,000 years, but has been chemically
exploited for less than a century.

A Red Cross worker examines the doughnut making machine, part of the equipment of the
"clubmobile" of which she is a crew member in the picture at left. At right: Miss Fern Maddox of
Oklahoma City, serves doughnuts to a soldier at an airfield "somewhere in

England." Center

Members of a Red Cross mobile unit distribute coffee and doughnuts to U. S. Soldiers in

For Sale: Three assorted canopeners. Apply to Pennyriler.
Many young husbands will now
have the unique experience of trying home cooking, may learn again
how fresh vegetables taste and what
a lost art biscuit making has become.
And how about a domestic science
course or two for wives at Butler
High . . . with heavy emphasis upon
cooking?
Point rationing of foods undoubtedly will take minds off lesser evils of
the war . . . like gas rationing, frugal
use of fuel, etc.
Shoe rationing will not result in
barefoot football and baseball games
this year, OPA having ruled that
athletes who require special footwear may obtain extra coupons, so
they may have two pairs of athletic
shoes on hand at all times. Golf shoes
however are barred for the duration.
Princeton rates high as a "good
town w ana to. amulet 3, oat gean.
James G. Ratliff, home on a brief
furlough, said last week. Folks are
friendly here, the soldiers tell one
another. And don't forget, the boys
away from home appreciate a kind
word, a friendly greeting.
Sergeant Ratliff has transferred to
an Army band recently. He failed to
pass his overseas physical test when
he was double-timed while wearing
a gas mask. To escape dull routine
in an induction center, Jiiiitny tool(
the hurdle into the band, where he
should be perfectly at hone. He is
stationed at Robbins Field, Ga.
Princeton people and residents of
the county as well are buying clothing as tho they feared none would be
on the market shortly, several local
retailers told Pennyriler this week .. .
Merchants say this will serve to speed
rationing of apparel;
whereas, if
everybody buys only to meet needs,
such rationing would be indefinitely
postponed.
Writing in the Sunday Owensboro
Messenger-Inquirer of sidelights of
recent land case trials in Federal
Court there, W. E. Daniel, staff reporter, has this to say of one of
Princeton's foremost young lawyers:
"Marshall P. Eldred, assistant United States district attorney, speaking
on Washington's birthday, showing
a flash of old time oratory by referring
to American soldiers on the "arid
areas of North Africa and in the
steaming swamps of the south Pacific,"
his alliterations a refreshing interlude
from the usual plain statements of
their case by attorneys in federal
court, caused the audience to wonder
how high he could soar were time
available for an exhibition of ijis
forensic prowess."
Contributed wisecracks: Every day
more people find out life is what
you make it,‘ rather than just what
you make . . . Last summer it was
the stockingless lass, this summer it

By G

M P

may be the shoeless lad .. . Any man
can have his own way if there isn't
someone in it . . . Few of us ever
thought we'd see the day again when
we could wear our old clothes without being called stingy . . . Americans had their feet on the ground
long before Uncle Sam started shoe
rationing.
#

War is the great leveler: Some folks
are learning to eat despised cornbread, "the poor man's food;" others
are strutting around in old shoes they
wouldn't have touched six months ago.
And then a patched suit or a workedover hat is now considered a badge
of honor. War is a great leveler: Pride
falleth, snobbery is out, rationing is
the great equalizer, and the snob and
the high-hatted idiot has learned he
is no better and only the equal of
the every-day citizen who is doing
his part in the war effort.

For Doctor-less Days

Skills We Need
By Wilda Camery, R.
Community Service Society of
New York
Associated Press Features
The gap between available nursing
service and the need for nursing
services is great in our country. That's
why so many American women have
already responded tO the call to become nurses' aides and are spending
their free time supplementing professional nursing care in hospital&

Others, forced by home responsibilities
to remain at home, realize their
need for basic skills to be able to
give adequate care during illness.
It . demands more than a sympathetic heart and a willing pair of
hands to give a bed bath, and to leave
your ,patient rested and comfortable
without having exhausted yourself.
Even making a bed becomes a bit
difficult when it has to remain smooth
and free from wrinkles while a restWar is the great leveler: Prettyless child occupies it 24 hours a day.
faced and soft-handed "ladies" are
Taking a temperature is not masterlearning to sew on buttons, to roll a
ed by instinct. The best of cooks may
P.
^r=
stan4 eve.r a
find that preparing trays that aphot stove and to do labor about the
peal to he capricious appetite of an
home they should have done years
invalid has its difficulties, to say :lathago. Actually they are beginning to
ing of devising schemes by which to
anee- the art c° tending a baby, to
get necessary nourishment into the
experience the pangs of hunger, to
patient, who insists he can't sa,illow
know the sorrows and tragedies of
lying flat on his back.
war-time America. War is the great
A knowledge of
nursing
other
leveler.—(Joe Richardson, in Glasgow
measures, such as treating nose Hecds.
Times).
insect bites and chilling; and the
ability to follow the doctor's teeters
correctly in administering medicinee
giving ear irrigations, applying eye
compresses; and doing simple
ings, add much to a mother's s
ty and to her ability to mett the
By Spoon River Sam
needs of her family: Even such a
Associated Press Features
common
comfort as a hot water botOur community is going through
ble has been known to sauce suvere
what the professors would likely
complications when unwisely applied.
call a social upheaval.
When life was simpler and hospital
It started when some of our folks
care less common, American women
went away to work in war plants and
learned from each other. Todas la
come back sporting a lot of airs. It
many communities public la
has kind of upset the people at
home.
nurses call in homes to give care awMolly Pebblestix, for instance, come
ing sickness and to teach mothers, hut
back for a visit prancing around
in
the public health nurge is riot alslacks. She had a different color for
ways available. The mother who has
every day in the week, and kept
braglearned nothing about home nursing
ging to the women folks how comuntil the crisis of acute illness of infortable they were. It's common knowjury occurs may find experience costledge hereabouts that beforehand
she
ly. We learn much from the printed
always used flour sacks for
dish
pages and spoken word, but many of
towels, and other things.
the nursing skills can be learned anlY
Jeb Sputtle used to be the
bashfulby observing and practicing. That
est man you ever saw. Being
toothwhy the American Red Cross is spon less in front, he always put a
hand
soring classes in home nursing all
to his mouth when somebody
told a
over the country this winter.
good joke. But he come back
grinning
and laughing at everything, just
to
make a show of his big gold
Home-Front Thrift Tactics
teeth.
I reckon the worst showoff
was
Broiled chicken is a real treat but
Othello Whimperts, who brought
back
the broiling must be carefully done.
one of these electric razors. He
took
Place the chicken, skin side down, in
it out at the barber shop and
on aca shallow greased pan
count being no juice to make it
or on a greased
run,
rack. Brush with melted fat and brad
he made an awful scene about
our old
6 inches under a
fashioned ways. After he
flame. When browned
borrowed
turn the chicken. Baste every 5
my mug
he calmed down and made
min"
utes with drippings in the pan or mere
a buzzing sound to show
how his
melted fat. Season the chicken with
razor worked.
salt and pepper when it is well
Now I think it's a find
brown'
thing for
ed. Broiled chicken needs constant
our home folks to go off and
wallow
watching.
in riches, enjoying new
comforts and
soaking up all the culture
they can
Chile has a railway system of 5,750
stomach.
miles and 20,000 miles of highway.
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War Work Sure
Is Elevatin'
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Literary Guidepost

.D. Royse, chairman of the
War
USDA
e AAA and
rd, announced here today a
gram of special aid to farmto encourage additional protion of specified war crops
to insure producers against
in case of high risk crops
crops which they would not
erwise undertake to grow.
e aid will be in the form
"special war crop advances,"
the
be extended through
the
and
nty War Board
CC.
dvances will be made on such
s as soybeans for beans, Irish
atoes and sweet potatoes on
s with goals determined,
p. for seed or fiber, castor
ns, tomatoes, and certain othvegetable crops.
roducers are urged to contact
ir county AAA chairman, who
also the County USDA War
rd Chairman, for further deor W. P. Crawford, Farm
urity Administration, who
been appointed by the USDA
✓ Board as Caldwell county
n representative.

E OPA TELLS

WOODEN GUN 'PROTECTS' CONGRESSIONAL OFFICES—Rep. George Bender (R-0) inspects
one of the wooden guns and dummy gunners which Rep. Harold D. Cooley (N-NC) disclosed in
the House are "anti-aircraft protection" on the roofs of Congressional office buildings for the
nation's lawmakers. This gun and gunner are one of the units on the new House Office building in Washington.
-AP Telemat

NewsFrom The Past

News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost 40 years ago and recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files
of Twice-A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a
Associated Press Feature
regular Leader feature. The articles are reproduced just as the
. I bought several cases of
Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote
atoes from a nearby canof
last
year's
y at the close
ning season. Is there any
Princeton, June 26, 1908—Wal- who took advantage of the Illiy I can trade these off in
er to have a better assort- ter Myers is at home from Louis- nois Central Excursion to Louisnt of foods?
ville, having graduated from the ville Tuesday: Mrs. J. E. Griffin,
. Yes, you may exchange Bryant-Stratton College in book- Mrs. Jim McLin, Mr. and Mrs.
s of equal point value both
keeping and banking. Walter is A. Koltinsky, R. L. Gresham
th your neighbor and with
a clever and worthy young man, and little son, Robert, Frank
or grocer.
Cash, Will Loyd, James George,
. I customarily order my and being open for employment
Howard Thompson, Rex Farmnod goods by mail order for we can recommend him with
er, Luther Orange, Robert Hughentire season at one time. much pleasure and earnestness.
ey, Will Cummins, Medley Stev• • •
at can I do about such an
ens, A. L. Mitchell, H. M. Jones,
er this year?
The Ball
Mills Wood and C. W. Lander.
. If you order for the season
Princeton, April 24, 1908—
ause of marketing or trans- Wednesday night the devotees
Princeton, June 15, 1915—Miss
may of Terpsichore had a most dertation problems you
Perle Hawthorne, who has been
your local War Price and lightful time, tipping the light
attending an art school at Wartioning Board to issue you a fantastic toe and whirling in the
rensburg, Missouri, for several
tificate for the full point mazy rhythmic waltz at the
months is home for the summer.
lue of all the stamps in the Henrietta Ballroom. Quite a
• • •
ion boks of all the menbers number of "fair ladies and
Only
A Cat
your family-512 points per brave men," the belles and beaux
Princeton, May 15, 191e—Conrson. This certificate will en- of the city enjoyed in the fascile you to buy an eight months nating dance until the wee small siderable stir was created here
ply of canned foods at one hours of the night. Music was yesterday evening, when a negro

ecial Ration Cases

e.
. How can I get an allowcc of canned foods for my
when he comes home on
lough?
. If he comes home for a
ek or more he may present
leave papers to the local
ard and get a certificate good
buying 16 points of canned
d per week.
Q. How can I get extra canned
.d if these are prescribed by
doctor?
A. By presenting your local
ar Price and Rationing Board
'th a statement from
your
ctor explaining why extra raned foods are needed and
y unrationed foods cannot be
ed instead.

azi Battalion
ained To Loot
London (iP) — The Germans
ve an entire army battalion in
ssia whose business is not priarily that of fighting but to
t Nazi-occupied territory of
treasures and books. Many
its soldiers are said to be art
nnoisseurs and others with
ecial knowledge.
A London source said three
mpanies of this battalion had
stematically stripped the muurns and universities of Kiev
d Kharkov of all their oh
asters, pictures and rare books
The Chilean flag consists of
'o horizontal bars; the lower
If red, the upper half white
ith blue field and white star
ai mast.

furnished by a string band from
Paducah.
• • •
Want Diplomas
Princeton, May 15, 1908—On
last Friday and Saturday the
following pupils of the
City
School who took the examination for Common School Diplomas at the City School Building passed: Ruth Johnson, Sudie
White, Mary Bette Sims, Amanda Akin, Emma Groom, Ethel
Woodruff, Eugene Jones, Margarett Gresham, Malon
McGregor, Pearl Crow, Alice
Piercy, John H. Stevens, Broadus Cunningham, and Lillie Leech.
The highest grade was made by
Malon McGregor.
• • •
Princeton, June 16, 1908—Rev.
W. E. Hunter, Major J. W. Hollingsworth and Mesdames J. W.
Hollingsworth, R. W. Lisanby,
George Catlett, Otie Wood; Miss
Fannie Morehead
and
Little
Miss Rebecca Hollingsworth returned last Friday evening from
Louisville, where they attended the Baptist Missionary Association there for four days.
• • •
Louisville Excursion
Princeton, August 28, 1908—
The following are among those
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FRUITS

Pt ACHFS
'Rua
OMAR
11b.lor!
Iph
.

Ilb.14 oz.
.2.1/4
3.
JUICES AND SOUPS
611•PEIRUIT
JUKE

TOMATO
JUICE

PINEAPPIT
JUICE

21b.14 oz. 21b.14oz

21b.14 oz

GRAPE
JUICE
1 qt.
2 lbs.
.f5

23pfl. 32p15. 32pti.

Th
SOUP
KN:oz.
6ph

MOST POPULAR FOODS AND POINT VALUES—This chart,
prepared by the Office of Price adminsitration, shows the most
widely .sold canned foods with their approximate weights and
—AP Telemat
point values of the most common sizes.
pieces in general. Then you see
that Mencken actually did create
an attitude, and that it is a lost
attitude in these days. Those of
us who were very young in the
Mencken period, who smirked
when the middle West was called
the "corn belt" and wore the
Smart Set and old Mercury as a
kind of shield against Philistin-

ism—those of us realize how it is
possible for so recent a period to
seem more remote than the Jeffersonian era.
These new sketches are wideranging. Mencken and his buddies sneak into an audience with
Pius X unbidden. Mencken covers a Cuban revolution, tries to
(Please turn to Page Eight)

Club. True, that isn't as good as borne,
but he will find a warm welocssa, a good
areal and amusements.

the aggregate saving in

TT SEEMS only yesterday that Johnny

time for our war-busy

-1-was romping through him childhood.
Remember? As if you over could forget!
Even in those days, he had his troubles,
and they seemed great and unbearable
until he brought them to you. After all,
Mom or Dad could make the world right

If Johnny was among the wounded
today, a blood transfusion may be required to save his life—blood contributed
to the American Red Cross by Americans back home. Contributed? Yes, but
it costs money to store and transport the
precious plasma which may save Johnny's
life. Back at the Army hospital, Johnny's wounds will be dressed by Army
nurses, recruited by the Red Cross.
Sympathetic Red Cross workers will advise you of his progress, and, as he gets
better, other Red Cross workers will be
with him to speed his recovery by furnishing him cheerful company and the
other little comforts a convalescent requires.
•
•
•

Perhaps Johnny is in an enemy prison
camp. The Red Cross will help him
there, too—help him to get mail from
home and some of the comforts which
will help to keep his morale up. Or
suppose you are in trouble at home, and
Johnny can't come back to help straighten
things out... . There are thousands of
Red Cross workers throughout the
country, and millions of volunteers, ready
to do it for him.

onds less on each local call,

equipment would be about

13 years.
That's important time-saving these days when telephone lines are so crowded

your local calls—not just 30
seconds—but all that's pos-

INSURANCE OF ALL

sible? It will help a lot, too,

KINDS

if you can manage to maim
fewer local calls.

HOPILINSVILLZ ROAD

116.3oz

/opt,.

end Dads and Girls_—give a little of our
plenty to pay the cost.

Won't you try to shorten

Claude Robinson

*wows

Remember when Johnny
was just a little boy?

ephone talked just 30 sec-

help fight the war.

Agency

TOWNS
11b.3oz.

If everyone who uses the tel-

and government calls that

ervice Insurance

man appeared on the street lookng for Coroner King, and statng that two negro women while
ishing in the creek near the
C. Trestle pulled a sack out
of the creek which they thought
(Please turn to Page Eight)

"Heathen Days," by H. L.
Mencken
H. L. Mencken is slowly putting on paper the memories of
his life. Characteristically, they
are not set down in order. "Happy Days" covered the 12 years
beginning in 1880: "Newspaper
Days" ran from 1899 to 1906.
Today a third volume appears
which ranges still more widely,
from 1890 to 1936, to be specific.
Quite likely there is a central
fact about Mencken to be had
from the three books, and especially from "Heathen Days"—
probably that in spite of his experience and knowledge, Mencken never has grown up. He is
still just as amused by himself
and his reactions as he was in
the '80s, and that is a good deal.
He retains, today, the capacity
for cynicism and lusty expression most people lose in college.
He simply is never bored. He always has a good time, has no
reverence, believes beer is drinkable even in these sterile days
of asepsis, delights in using the
astonishing word. His favorite
work is "gogue" in the new
book—gogues abound.
Strangely, all this produces a
period piece. You don't realize
how typically Menckenian it is
until you realize how precisely
it fits the period of the old
American Mercury, of "Hatrack"
and the early Herbert Asbury

VEGETABLES

=7,000,000 Miithtts

with calls, including military

. Baste every 5 in
gs in the pan or more
on the chicken with
hen it is well browncken needs constant

ilway system of 5.75°
miles of highway.

GENERALLY PACKED IN THESE SIZES

When 30 Seconds...
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Wormseed oil has been foun
be valuable in treating intesal ailments in humans that
e caused by internal parasites.

ME MOST POPULAR CANNED FOODS

By John Selby
Associated Press Features

Producers Asked To
Contact AAA Chairman or W. P. Crawford

It

he.
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again with a word or • kiss.
•

•

•

Now your Johnny is somewhere on
many of the war-shattered fields where
countless thousands of Johnnies are fighting—fighting for Mom and Dad and The
Girl—against the forces of evil. He may
be pouring out his lifeblood. And you—
Mom and Dad—can't be there to take
his hand and make everything all right

Maybe Johnny hasn't been wounded.
But the chances are he's lonely and heartsick for home. He can't come home,
but he can go to the American Red Cross

•

S

*

The American Red Crows needs
$125,000,000 to army its many tasks is
1943. It must depend upon your contributions to continue its great work. Don't
fail "The Greatest Mother!"

KENTUCKY
UTILITIES COMPANY

Give Generously to the Red Cross War Fund Now

Thursday, Mar
Thursday, March 4, 1943
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Reports Feature
Council Meeting

Candidate Pledges
To Limit State Debt
Frankfort.—Millard D. Ball,
Harlan, the last 4 years Assistant State Treasurer, Monday announced his candidacy for the
Democratic nomination for State
Treasurer.'Mr. Ball, who was the
first budget officer of the State
when that position was established in the Auditor's office, in
1934, declared it is essential the
law passed by the 1942 Legislature to prohibit the State from
exceeding the $500,000 debt limit
be rigidly enforced by the Treasury's office.

20 Police Court Cases
OGDEN MEMORIAL
METHODIST CHURCH
In February For
E. S. Denton, Pastor
Liquor
Violations
9:45 A.M., Sunday School.
Monthly reports of city offici11:00 A.M. "An Everlasting
Light."
als featured Monday night's ses7:30 P.M., Evening Service.
sion of the council, attended by
6:30 P.M. Youth Fellowship. Councilmen
Blackburn, Hammonds, Jones, Lacey, Morgan and
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
Quinn, with Mayor Cash in the
Pastor, John N. Fox
chair.
S. S. Supt., Leonard Groom
Reports of Police Chief E. E.
9:45 A. M., The Church School
10:45 A. M., Service of Praise Jones and Acting Judge R. G.
and Meditation. Message: "The McClelland showed 31 cases
Church's Foundation." Tes Ses- docketed in Police Court, with
fines and costs totaling $526.
sion meets after this service.
3:00 P. M., The Pioneers meet. Police Court collections for
February totaled $427.73, with
Otter Pond
6:30 P. M., The Tuxis meets
Members of the Otter Pond
7:30 P. M., The Evening Hour replevin bonds amounting to
of Worship. Meditation: "A $54.60. One-half of the month's Homemakers Club met Tuesday
collections went to the Coon Li- afternoon with Mrs. Press BlackStrong-Weak Man".
Wednesday, March 10. This is brary. Twenty of the cases on burn. Mrs. Ray Martin, home
the first day of Lent, the be- the docket were for liquor law management leader, had charge
ginning of a period especially viloations, including one charged of the study program. The social
set aside for a re-dedication of with the possession of intoxicat- hour was led by Mrs. George
lives to the Master. Let this be ing beverage for the purpose of Martin, Jr.
Mrs. Blackburn's guests were
an opportunity for each of us sale, in which a 30-day jail sento be reconsecrated through the tence was given with a fine of Mesdames Jimmie Mitchell, W.
Spirit of love and brotherhood. $100, and the defendant placed S. Denham, W. P. Crawford,
7:30 P. M., The Mid-week under a $500 peace bond for George Martin, Jr., Ray Martin,
Hyland Mitchell, Homer Mitchell,
a year.
prayer service.
Balances in all funds at the Jim Neal and Ernest Lacy.
8:00 P. M.—The Choir reclose of February aggregated
Cobb
hearses.
$8,839.37, with more than $5,000
Mrs. H. G. Holland had charge
of the total available for op- of the lesson study at the meetFIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
erating expenses, Treasurer W. ing of Cobb Homemakers TuesJ. G. Cothran, Minister
E. McCaslin's report showed, day at the home of Mrs. H. P.
Sunday School, 9:45 a.m.
with total disbursements
for White, and conducted by Mrs. V.
Morning Worship, 11:00 a.m.
February aggregating $4,466.32. T. White, chairman. Club partiSermon theme, "Sacrifice in Collector
Quisenberry's report cipation in Red Cross activities
the Christian Religion."
showed February receipts in all was discussed and members reBaptist Training Union, 6:15 funds
totaled $6,559.98. Assist- ported sale of approximately 20
p.m.
ant Collector, Mrs. Louise Jones, pounds of salvage fat. A home
Evening Worship, 7:30 p.m. said
more than 500 motor vehicle nursing lesson was the minor
Sermon Theme, "Attitude toward licenses
had been issued. Col- project study.
Jesus."
lections are being made on WPA
At conclusion of the meeting
Prayer Service, Wednesday, street
improvements, the report the hostess served refreshments
7:30 p.m.
showed.
to the following: Mesdames HolA hearty welcome awaits you
Water Superintendent Harold land, Dallas Rogers, Mallory
at our church. Our "boys in McConnell
reported receivable Porter, J. M. Taylor, V. T. White,
service" are invited to worship water
accounts for February Jack P'Pool and Miss Nancy
with us when home on furlough. totaled
$1,820.95.
His
report Scrugham.
showed installation
Fredonia
of
1,352
OAK GROVE BAPTIST
meters, with 80 out of service at
Fredonia
Homemakers
met
Rev. John T. Cunningham will the close of the month.
One Wednesday afternoon with Mrs.
preach at the Oak Grove Bap- sewer tap was made
during A. J. Eldridge, chairman, who
tist Church, Trigg county, Sun- the month, while six meters
were presided. The major lesson studiday morning at 11 o'clock and disconnected a n d eight
con- ed concerned how to take care
afternoon, at 2 o'clock.
nected. Analysis of water, made of home qeuipment, with helpby the State Health Department, ful suggestions on ways of caring
SECOND BAPTIST CHURCH
showed freedom from pollution. for and cleaning all types of
Fire Chief J. L. Sigler's report household
Sunday School at 9:45 A.M.
tools.
Mrs. Tom
Mr. Allen Oliver, Supt. The past- showed the fire department re- Grubbs had charge of
the
or will preach at .11 o'clock, on sponded to 8 calls during Feb social hour. Means of helping in
"A Great New Testament ruary. The bill for services by Red Cross activities were disChurch," and at 7:30, on "Falling firemen was $203.50.
cussed.
and Rising Again." A cordial inThe Mayor was instructed to
Mrs. J. W. King was enrolled
vitation extended to all, who correspond with the State High- as a new member. Other memdesire to attend these services. way Department relative to sale bers present were Mesdames L.
of the city's warehouse on the C. Foley, Mitchell Lowery, Grant
waterworks lot for use as a Lowery, John Akridge, Ruble
State garage.
Akridge, Tom. Grubbs and A.
J. Eldridge.

Homemakers

Deaths - Funerals

William Edwin Freeman
Funeral services for William
Edwin Freeman, 23, who died
at his home in Lyon county,
Feb. 25, were held at Saratoga
Church, Saturday, Feb. 27, with
the Rev. Ashby officiating. Death
was due to scarlet fever.
Survivors are his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Denny Freeman; a sister, Mrs. Vance Drennan, Kingsville, Ontario: three brothers,
Ray Freeman, Sacramento, Calif.;
Huel and Richard, Princeton,
Route 2.
Pallbearers were Earl Parrent,
Talmage Parrent, James Cash,
Dale Parrent, Billie Williams and
T. Y. Gresham; flower grils, Marcella Parrent, Alta and Cyrena
Gresham, Beatrice Parrent and
Nancy and Mae Holloway.

Souvenir Hunters
'Take' Idaho Governor

Wanted! Men And
Women Who Are
Hard Of Hearing

Boise, Ida. (.43)—Gov. Chase A.
Clark has sent his autograph or
a souvenir to someone in every
state of the Union in his twoyear term.
But two requests he had to
turn down. One was for his 1942
automobile license plates and
the other for a pair of his baby
shoes.

First Baptists To Fredonia Wins
Contribute $5,000 District Title
Cobb Defeated In
Finals; Butler Scores
Over Farmersville

Cothran, State Campaign Head, Ends
Pastorate March 14

Attention of Kentucky Baptist
Those who like their basketfocused on Christian Education, ball fast and furious had a
because they have voted to raise chance to see that kind Tues$1,500,000 for Baptist colleges day night when the cagers of
and schools during 1942-44. Of Fredonia came through with a
this amount Georgetown College 12-point victory over Cobb High
is to receive $1,000,000, and the School to win the county tournabalance is to be divided among ment.
Butler defeated Farmersville,
Cumberland
Junior
College,
Campbellsville Junior College, 35 to 24, in the opening game
Bethel Woman's College, Oneida Monday night. Tuesday afterInstitute and Magoffin Institute. noon, Cobb rang up a 25 to 17
Each institution will share in win over Friendship, while Fremoney raised on a percentage donia made her bid for the finals
by defeating Butler 20 to 17.
basis.
The finals were played TuesRev. J. G. Cothran, pastor of
the Princeton
First
Baptist day night.
High point scorer of the
Church the last 8 years, has
been selected to direct this Edu- tournament was Ted Boisture,
cational Movement and the local Fredonia, by scoring 26 points in
Baptist Church has voted to the final game.
Highlight of the evening was
raise $5,000.00 for this movement,
the initial offering to be made presentation of the trophies by
Sunday, March 17. This church Jeff Watson, principal of Butler
also has voted to raise $1,000.00 High. The Eastside gym was
in a movement to obtain $250,000 packed to capacity and the crowd
for the Glendale Children's Home lent vocal support to favorite
at Glendale, Ky., during a period teams.
of 3 years.
In the lineup for Fredonia
Rev. Mr. Cothran was in were E. Boisture and Guess, forLouisville this week, making wards; T. Boisture at center,
plans for inauguration of the and Brasher and McElroy, guards.
State campaign. He returned All are juniors in high school.
Wednesday for midweek services For Cobb it was C. Williamson
at the church and went back to
Louisville this morning. He will
Masonic Meeting
conduct regular services SunClinton Lodge No. 82 will hold
day and will end his pastorate a called meeting 7 P. M. Friday,
here Sunday, March 14.
March 5, 1943 to confer the
third degree. Brethren please
During the first World War, take notice. Visiting brothers
nitrate exports were the chief welcome.
source of national income in
H. M. Price, Master
Chile
G. W. Towery, Sec'y.
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and shall fall at thy
ten thousand at thy ri
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yes
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with
behold and see the r
the wicked." Sis, whe
that verse it raised
feet off the ground! I
know such a verse w
Bible. Had read mostl
New Testament. I read
of that chapter. In utter
I said, "Thank you,
God', and felt like a li
that had escaped the
an enemy of prey.
"When I got my bud
at the post he said, '
enough. This convinces
on. I want to get rig
God, starting right now'
Then he tells how h
said, "Nothing 'natters
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Concrete Products

1 1 c & 20c
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Funeral services for Mrs. A.
B. Bennett, Lyon county, were
held Monday afternoon at Glenns
Chappel, near Kuttawa. She died
Sunday night at the • Madisonville hospital. She is survived
by her husband and three child-)
ren: Mrs. W. H. East, of Eddyvine; Ray Bennett, Kuttawa;
Kelly Bennett, Madisonville; two
sisters, Mrs. H. F. Glenn and
Mrs. H. M. Turley, both of Fredonia.

Sold Only Thru
Funeral Directors.

Minature
"THE LAST LESSON"

1 1 c & 20c — TUES. & WED.
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FRIDAY

To make this sitnple, no risk
hearing test. If you are temporarily deafened, bothefed by ringing buzzing head noises due to
hardened or coagulated wax
(cerumen), try the Ourine Home
Method test that so many say has
enabled them to hear well again.
You must hear better after makMore than 90 percent of Amer- ing this simple test or you get
ican shipyard workers had to be your money back at once. Ask
about Ourine Ear Drops today
trained for their present jobs.
at Dawson's Drug Store.
adv.

When he knew h
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over
srialBible. It
kept it
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To Stop Fires In
Woods And Fields

Survives Crash

A lot of destructive fires start
in
March and April, when farmhe above are the words of a red and twenty men and one
ers are cleaning up fields. Conng lieutenant "in the United general in one regiment! When
cerning the burning of brush,
tes Army on some far-off that happens this unit will be
W. E. Jackson of the Kentucky
front"
his
to
sister in unconquerable. Pray, Sis. Pray
tle
College
of Agriculture and Home
nsylvania. The
letter
is as you never prayed before. Tell
Economics
makes the following
ded "The Wilds of Nowhere, everyone to pray.
Tell
all
points in a leaflet called "Stop
Land of Death and Destruct- America to go to its
knees.
Fires in Woods and Fields."
It was received September
"Before each decisive victory
Put brush in small piles at a
1942.
anywhere over here, sometimes
safe distance from woods and
mating parts of the letter for hours, sometimes
for days,
fences.
with slight changes in some there has been a feeling
of
Plow a clean strip all around
the sentences, but in no way people praying from far away.
the field, wide enough to keep
jog from the message, the The feeling is so strong you can
the fire from getting out of
owing is the story of "A hear it. One of the most stubborn
control.
utenant's Escape from Death." of men said,
in the stillness of
For an emergency have rakes,
hen he knew he was going the night, 'Did you hear anyaxes, shovels and water ready.
✓ he said he was going armed thing? Sounded like people prayCall neighbors if needed.
h the Bible. It was of small ing from some distant place.
Test the wind by firing a small
e. and he kept it in his breast Must be hearing things in this
pile. Start the brush pile on the
ket. He writes, "My buddy dead place.'
uphill side of the field. Fire
I were sent out in the work
"So pray, everyone. It will
old you before was our job. have to come from afar. No one ITALIAN SUBMARINE SINKS—Depth-charged and forced to the surface by a British trawler, only as many piles at one time
had just received important prays in this land of utter deso- the Italian submarine Emo begins to sink. Many of her crew members have already plunged into as can be controlled.
Jane Froman, (above), radio
Keep one man on the job unthe water.
ormation. When the enemy lation. God has
—AP Telemat
turned away
singer, is one of four women who
til every spark is out.
covered us, I gave my buddy from the horror and destruction
Burn after 4 o'clock in the af- survived the crash of the Yankee
Among The
information, told him to beat man has brought
on himself.
ternoon, when the air moisture Clipper flying boat which sank
and turned to face them. It Again I plead, Tell America to County Agents
is increasing. Don't burn in a in the Tagus river at Lisbon,
s the first time I'd been faced Pray! This war will not end
Ten carloads of wheat to supstrong wind. Be particularly Portugal. The plane was at the
th the necessity of pointing until nations and people have
(By Rachel Turley)
at the Jennie Stewart hospital, careful during the fire months end of a flight from New York
gun at a man. I though fast; paid in blood and tears for plement corn for hog feed have
accident occurred.
Dr. and Mrs. C. H. Brockmeyer Hopkinsville.
of March, April, October and when the
n I said, "Lord, it's your re- thrusting. God out of their hearts been ordered for 60 farmers in
Many of the 16 survivors were
November,
recently
visited
Lieut.
Mrs.
when
and
there
are
nsibility now." My buddy had and countries. And tell them
strong
Miss Felta McDowell spent
to Hickman county.
injured. Four persons were reI
t obeyed my order. As I send Bibles, and More Bibles.
"From every homemaker a Charles Brockmeyer, Jr., in Dix- last weekend with Miss Anna winds and much dry matter on ported dead and 20 missing.
the
ground.
ched for my carbine, a shot A Bible gives a soldier confi- can of grease, to help to bring a on. They visited Camp Breck- Louise Moore, of Kuttawa.
—AP Telemat
m one of them struck me in dence that God is with him.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Querterquicker peace." is the slogan of inridge while there.
A method of drying and premous,
the breast and blasted me
Detroit,
Anderson
visited
Mr.
and
county
homemakers.
Miss Jane Belt spent last week
"I'd like to have this letter
Three vertical bars of equal
wn. Thinking I was dead, my broadcast over every radio in
Poultrymen in Carter county end with her mother, Mrs. L. Mrs. John Quertermous a few serving potatoes was developed
by the Andean Indians before width of blue, white and blue
I jumped and grabbed my America. Try to get it on the who have previously mixed their W. Guess, and Mr. Guess, Crider. days last week.
constitute Guatemala's flag.
bine as well as his own, stood air and printed in the papers. feeds are
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Young, the discovery of America.
using commercial
Rev. A. D. Smith was the
ride my body, blasting away Make copies of it. Send it from mashes due to the difficulty in dinner guest Sunday of Mr. and Francis and Billy Sam, were
visitors at Camp Breckinridge,
th both guns. He received coast to coast. Tell them the finding meat scrap.
Mrs. Ruble Ackridge.
ee bullet wounds in his knees, army wants prayers and Bibles.
To increase meat and milk in
Mrs. J. G. Philips left Tues- Morganfield, Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. William Howard
t when he finished - there was
purebred day for Evansville where she
"And you complacent, bridge- Hardin county, two
Eldridge and daughter, Madisont one of them left. He was playing, cock-tail-drinking moth- herds of beef cattle and three is employed.
azed when I rolled over and er, why didn't you teach your dairy plants were started in
Mr. and Mrs. Aubra Litchfield, ville, and Mr. and Mrs. James
ed to get up. The force of that son about God instead of hand- January.
guests
Mr. and Mrs. Jewell Traylor Eldridge were dinner
me. ing him a cigarette, and a dance
llet had only stunned
Self-feeders for hogs were and Mrs. Traylor were dinner Friday of Mr. and Mrs. A. J.
Eldridge.
edly, wondering why, I pull- program? Get to your knees
WITHOUT CO -MAKERS
and built by high school classes in guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. Clinton Davis who had
my Bible out of my pocket ask God to forgive your sins. Bath county for farmers provid- Washie Sherrell .
WE
WILL HELP YOU FILL OUT YOUR
been
home
on
furlough,
returnd in utter muteness looked at And then pray for the army. ing the necessary materials.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Walker
INCOME TAX RETURN
ugly hole in the cover. It Pray, Pray, Pray! And
Items previously bought but and Miss Jane Belt were recent ed to camp one day last week.
you
Mr. Albert Boaz celebrated his
d dipped through Genesis, Ex- preachers! Why didn't you teach now made at home in Rockcastle dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
1061
/
2 Market St.
Phone
Maurice French
96th birthday Thursday, Feb.
us, Leviticus, Numbers, on the people to pray? Only re- .county are floor wax, soap, L. W. Guess, Crider.
Princeton, Ky.
470
Manager
ough the other books and pentance for sins can stop the cheese, yeast bread and hominy.
Mr. George Barnes, Sikeston, 25. Present were Mr. and Mrs.
pt going. Where do you think shelling, the killing, and the
Records show that in Christ- Mo., spent last weekend at the Dave Boaz, Miss Mary Ellen
Boaz, Miss Georgia Boaz, of
stopped? In the middle of the murdering.
ian county the greatest propor- home of Mrs. Jerry Barnes.
ety-first Psalm, pointing like
Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Wadling- Fredonia; Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
"I could go on, but I am so tion of the work of farmers is
inger at this verse, "A thous- tired, so weary. But so happy devoted to the production of ton are on the sick list this Boaz and daughter, of HampCORPORATION of KY IN(ORPORATED
ton.
d shall fall at thy side, and to see them coming to God one burley and dark tobacco, corn week.
thousand at thy right hand; by one. So tell them to keep on and dairy cattle. .
Mrs. Coy Moore is a patient
In Morgan county, a number
t it shall not come nigh thee. praying. And when you send
ly with thine eyes shalt thy things to your boys, send Bibles. of farms are without'tenants because labor is going from the
old and see the reward of They want Bibles.
farm to the factory.
wicked." Sis, when I read
"Your loving brother,
Eight carloads of certified cobt verse it raised me three
"Lieutenant
bler seed potatoes and 600 busht off the ground! I did not
els of onion sets have been
ow such a verse was in the
Feb. 21, 1943
bought in Whitley county.
ble. Had read mostly in the Plant Certified Potatoes
Dear Sir:
Early potatoes recommended
w Testament. I read the rest
First let me express my apthat chapter. In utter humility by the Kentucky College of Plans 'Utopia
preciation for
the Princeton
said, "Thank you, precious Agriculture and Home Economics
Leader the folks send me each
d', and felt like a little boy are Irish Cobbler, Bliss Triumph, For Maimed Soldiers
week. There is no place like the
t had escaped the mouth of Warba and Burbank, planted
Johannesburg (iP) — Lekless old home town and being away
March 15 to April 10. The simp- Murrough De Burg Nesbitt, 48- for a number of years I have
enemy of prey.
"When I got my buddy back lest way to make sure of getting year-old South African, is plan- lost contact with many of my
the post he said, 'I've had good seed, true to name, is to ning a Utopian village for maim- friends that are now in various
ough. This convinces me. Come use certified seed. Certified seed ed soldiers.
Services of the United States.
. I want to get right with produces 30 to 70 percent more
A civilian, Nesbitt lost both The Leader has helped me keep
than common seed. Potato seed his legs, and was told he would track of them.
d, starting right now'."
Then he tells how his buddy should be treated to prevent scab be crippled for life. He defied
There is one in particular, I
id, "Nothing ratters now but and black scurf.
the combined verdict of thirteen would like to get in touch with
and refused to let them
doctors, and, fitted with artifi- He is Howard Lee Cash. I think
d his wounds, but stayed on Kids' Hard Work Buys
cial limbs, learned to swim, ride, he is in the Army. If you could
knees until he was saved.
dance, play golf. On one occas- help in any way I would aphe said he jumped over A Book For Soldiers
ion he discarded his limbs and preciate it very much.
•„.:. and even ran outside and
Camp Phillips, Kans. (JP)—In topped all South African high
There are two things a fellow
uuted it to the whole camp.
the place of honor in the li- dive records with a 78-foot leap in the Service enjoys most, first
Continuing we quote in part: brary of Maj. Gen. Harry J. Ma- into the sea. Today the only of course is a letter from home;
ince I've given my heart to loney of the 94th division is a sign of disability is a slight next comes the
home town
d I talk, pray, and hold meet- book presented the soldiers by limp.
paper. Drop the hint for all
gs with the boys, and God has the third graders of Lincoln
Nesbitt claims that he over- those mothers and dads to write
me twenty-five souls who School, Wichita, Kans.
came all handicaps maimed sol- that guy in uniform often and
prayed through and come
In the book are the scrawled diers should be able to do the send him a copy of the Leader.
t for God. God led me to go signatures of 42 children who same. He aims to make his vil- He would appreciate it, I am
er my general, and I stuck un- also enclosed a note explaining lage self-supporting.
sure.
he was grounded and came how they raised the money to
. I like the Navy fine and have
rough. It took a long time. He buy the book.
A statue in Offenburg, Ger- seen some of the work the boys
as so dignified. The Spirit of
Such as: "Lois Myers—sham- many, honors Sir Francis Drake are doing over there. There is
d hovered over that tent with pooed a pup for a quarter." "So- for introducing the potato into no doubt in my mind whatsosort of glimmering golden icorra Galvan—washed dishes for Europe in 1580.
ever that we shall come out
I tell you, Sis, prayer is the teacher." "Donald McCurty
victorious in the end.
ing to win this war. Not guns —did K.P. duty for mother."
For centuries Andean Indians
Respectively yours,
one! Fervent, agnoizing prayhave dried potatoes for long
Paul C. McGill, S2/c
God is bringing them in one
Fleet P. 0.
The average fat has a content preservation; in this form they
one. Think of it! One hund- of about 10 percent glycerine.
are called "chunos."
San Francisco, Calif.
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For those chilly
MARCH DAYS
Boys' Slipover or Coat Sweaters

ED.

11c & 20c

OU COSTELLO

ALL COTTON
PART WOOL
ALL WOOL

98e tos35°
WORK SHIRTS

79e tOs125

At Cornick's
You'll find these special bargains in the same
quality gasoline you'll find elsewhere. Drive in today
and give our products a test.

FIX UP YOUR
TYPEWRITER
•

•
Regular Gas (first)
Ethyl Gas
White Gas
Kerosene
Oil
Two gallon can

that the manufacture of typewriters has
ceased, your machine is doubly valuable and
irreplaceable for the duration, so don't neglect
it.
Now

171
/
2c
18.6c
161
/
2c
9c
qt. 15c
$1.10

I have just received my New 1913 Wallpaper
-4amples. Priced from 6c to 60 per rolL Come in today
and let me serve you.

• ALL MAKES
CLEANED — OILED — ADJUSTED

1111

CORNICK OIL CO.
R. B. Williams, Mgr.

eo.ar

Hopkinsville St.

Cornette's
Incorporated

WORK SHOES $995
that wear I- pair
SLIPOVER OR COAT STYLE
BUTTON OR ZIPPER
PLAIN OR NOVELTY WEAVE

*1)00 *995
L. and L.
FINKEL'S FAIR STORE
"Where Your $ $ Have More Cents"

ide

41140111114

114164040.060011Wwww.o.o.

041.00.raos,•4,,AverAttNerioN':•'-'41r
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Shackled

To Improve Shrubs
Flowers And Trees
N. R. Elliott, landscape expert at the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture and
Home Economics, offers the following suggestions about flowers,
shrubs and trees.
It is possible to have flowers
in the house at this time of year
by cutting branches of earlyblooming shrubs and placing
them in water. Branches from
forsythia, japonica, pussy willow
and some of the early-flowering
spireas will burst into full bloom
in a few days when brought into the house. Cut medium-sized
stems and put them in containers
that will permit at least 6 inches
of water on the bottom of the
branches. It will not be necessary to change the water but
simply add more as it is used
by the plant.
Tulips and Jonquils
Some tulips and Jonquils are
already up. The question is what
can be done to retard the growth
of these bulbs that undoubtedly
will be killed or badly injured HILLTOP VIGIL IN TUNISIA—Two American soldiers sprawl behind bushes, ready for instant
by freezing weather that is al- action as they peer down from a hill overlooking Teboura, Tunisia. This picture is from "At The
Brothers under auspices of the War Activities Committee
most sure to come before spring. Front," a film distributed by Warner
—AP Telemat
Motion Picture Industry.
The answer is that there is of the
practically nothing that can be
done now. If soil is added the
bulbs will keep growing; if a
mulch of straw or leaves is applied the same will happen. The
only thing is to hope that some
of these plants will get to mature good bloom, but the odds
are against it. The trouble is
that these bulbs were not planted deep enough when they were
set. In planting tulips and jonquils they should be set to that
the top of the bulb will be about
5 inches below the surface of
the ground. This means the bottom of the bulb will be 6 to 7
inches below ground level. The
bulbs that were planted too
shallow last fall will probably
not be killed by late freezes
this spring; so let them grow
this summer and then lift and
plant them the proper depth next
fall.
Removing Old Trees
Now is an excellent time to
remove old trees that are so
near dead that they are no longYANKS BRING BACK PRISONERS IN TUNISIA—Guarded by U. S. soldiers with fixed bayonets.
er good looking and in some
a long line of German and Italian prisoners is marched to the rear following an Allied raid on
instances have become dangerAxis positions in Sened, Tunisia
—AP Telemat
ous. These trees are often located
so near buildings that if they
The majority of farmers in
Mrs. John Washer of Larue
Homemakers club members in
would fall they would cause Lawrence county
who
grew county saved 21 pounds of fat Muhlenberg county found that
damage. Trees that are almost hemp last
year will increase to make soap; instead she turn- planning menus a week in addead will often be found to
be infested with termites. These their acreage 100 percent or ed it in for ammunition and vance is a practical way to cut
bought her soap.
the grocery bill.
pests will soon eat up the tree more this year.
and they may get into nearby
buildings. Farmers are wanting
wood for burning tobacco plant
beds and old or dead trees provide a good source of supply
and the appearance of the place
is improved by getting rid of
them. If these trees are in the
lawn it will be best to remove
the stump, fill the hole and
sow grass seed this spring or
sod the spot.

(Continued from Page One)
Mrs.
ton, Mrs. Roy Willingham,
C. A. Horn.
Mrs.
Miss Pamelia Gordon,
ButterR.
T.
Mrs.
Akin,
Alyene
Mrs.
more, Mrs. Percy Pruett,
H. J. Watson.
LorMrs. Lucille Armstrong,
Maretta Ashley, Sue Singleton,
Lamb.
tha Crowell, Leslie Barber
Walker,
C. J. Cox, Mrs. J. L.
Betty Overby, Virginia Colson,
Mary Nelle Farmer, June Hogan,
Claude Holemon.
K. V. Bryant, Mary Ellen Collier, Martha Jane Lester, Gloria
Koltinsky, Suzanne Sparks.
Homer L. Purdy, Bobbie Tyrie,
Betty Gowin, B. Dale Faughn,
Sholar, Margarette
Elizabeth
Wadlington, Mildred Rogers.
Russell Goodaker, Charline
Parker, Dorothy Joiner, Margarete Sholar, Marjorie Stembridge, Katherine Cummins, Roberta Dalzell, Margarete Wylie.
Workers At East Side
Miss Eloise Jones in charge;
Mrs. Hillery Barnett, Mrs. Harry Blades, Jr., Mrs. Gene Chandler, Mrs. Charles Curry, Mrs.
H. B. Cherry, Jr., Mrs. H. B.
Cherry, Sr., Mrs. Lee Cardin,
Mrs. H. S. Curry, Mrs. C. F.
Engelhardt, Mrs. R. S. Gregory,
Mrs. J. B. Griffith, Mrs. H. A.
Goodwin, Miss Audie Green,
Miss Thelma Harvill, Mrs. Bernard Jones, Mrs. Edwin Jacob,
Mrs. Selena Grace Jones, Mrs.
Craddock Joggers, Miss Eloise
Jones, Mrs. Leal Kelly, Mrs.
Ruth Lide, Mrs. F. T. Linton,
Mrs. Henry Lester, Mrs. John
Mahan, Mrs. J. B. Maxwell, Miss
Eliza Nall, Mrs. R. B. Ratliff,
Mrs. Boyd Satterfield, Mrs. D.
W. Satterfield, Mrs. Alfred
Shore, Mrs. Georgia Stone, Mrs.
Henry Terry, Mrs. Roy Towery,
Mrs. A. L. Wilson, Mrs. Frank
Wylie, Mrs. J. P. Wylie.
Farmersville: A. D. Smith, W.
R. Simons, Mrs. Guy Nichols,
Mrs. Lucille Morse, Mrs. Robbie

The more quality you get in your clothes,
the longer you
them . . . the
fewer you'll need. There's no quality
finer than the new suits we are showing.
Handsome new styles designed of 100
PERCENT WOOL!

Emden, Mo. (IP)—At 87 years
of age, Dave S. Sharp doesn't
know whether he's Dave or his
twin brother, Dan.
From infancy they were so
much alike friends and relatives
couldn't tell one from the other.
When they were babies their
sister mixed them and from that
day even their mother didn't
know which was who.

Choose from these famous makes

CURLEE
CLOTHCIIA vr
TIMELY

Two tons of fat were salvaged
in Taylor county, to be converted
into ammunition.

SUITS FOR SPRING
people who use Dr. Miles
M OST
Anti-Pain Pills say that one
pill usually relieves their headaches. In the regular package,
Dr. Miles Anti-Pain Pills cost
one penny each. In the economy
packages, one penny buys 11/4
Pills.

They taste good, act promptly,
do not upset the stomach, contain no opiates or laxative medicines
You may be miles away from a
drug store when you are suffering from a Headache, Neuralgia,
or Muscular Aches and Pains.
Why not get a package of Dr.
Miles Anti-Pain Pills today and
be prepared for emergencies?
Regular Package, 25 P111s, 25*
Economy Package, 125 Pills, PAO
61.ad full dlreortloa• in
pack•fe.

BALCONY
Hopkinsville,
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Heavier Lambs Are
Needed This Year
Sheep raisers can help increase
holding
the meat supply by
lambs to heavier weights this
year, says a statement from the
Kentucky College of Agriculture
Phyllis Gall (above), 13, du
and Home Economics. In the
past, the average selling weight plays the chains she said he
of lambs has been less than 75 father, Gust Gall, a Tacoma,
Wash., war worker, used to hobpounds.
"With the unprecedented de- ble her about the ankles to premand for meat, and with lamb vent her from running away
on Gall, who went to Tacoma from
price differentials based
weight removed by the ceilings, Bismarck, N. D., with his family
there seems to be no reason why a year ago, was held in $1,000
—AP Telemat
the average market weight of bond.
lambs should not be substantially
increased," says the statement. Submarine Bakeries
It is suggested that lambs be
held until they weigh 85 or 90 Work At Night
pounds.
Pearl Harbor (R)—Night tune
Th'e statement says lambs
is baking time on submarines,
to
birth
from
pushed
be
should
market. They should be creep when they rest or cruise on the
fed from the time they will eat surface, while on patrol Bread,
at the age of 10 days or two pies and cakes are baki'd and
weeks until plenty of grass is to other foods cooked, there being
be had, and if the pasture is no cooking or baking while subpoor, grain feeding should be merged.
continued.
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It has been the desire of our personnel that you feel the
friendliness of Wicarson . . . for—

Wicarson is Exclusively Yours
We appreciate the patronage of the Princeton people and
renew our pledge to Princetonians: To serve you in the best of
our ability at all times.

TRAFFIC DRESSES:
Ann Foster
Nelly Don
Ann Sutton
Lyn Brook

The Business
omen's Group
'fist church
vening at 6:40 i
lor of the
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"Built for your convenience and ours"—dedicated to you. A
Wicarson lovely and intimate . . . Exclusively yours!

Grace Ashley Dresses
Ann Mitchell Dresses
Dorsa Junior Originals
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Minx Modes

Junior Guild Frocks
Ann Wellesley Suits
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Sa a man,
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Don-A-Tog Sportswear
Catalina Sportswear

$12.50 to $17.50

THE SPORT SHOP

Feb.vio
flaRceeevvpraestrnj.uoiFhtrtnrne

two years old
tomorrow....

A large selection of spring styles just received.

t
Cayce-Yos
Co.
Incorporated

d
:
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T

roup Meets

New Spring Sport Coats

Why Don't You Try Dr. Mau
Anti-Pain Pills?

ates-Eldrid

optist B&PW

and you'll need fewer clothes

Twin Can't Tell
Who He Is

Blackburn,
Woodrow
Oliver,
Mrs. Clara
Nichols,
Helen Wood
McChesney.
Brooks,
Friendship: Charles P.
White,
Grey
Frances
Harry Hale,
Aylene
Mrs.
Drennan,
Mrs. Noel
Simons.
A. M.
Cobb: Mrs. Lucy Baker, Billie
Calvert, Herman Brenda,
Turley, ElNichols, Mary Louise
la Meadows.
HoosCrider: Mrs. Maggie Van
McGough.
er, Mrs. Charles
CreekLewistown: Mrs. Homer
mur, Lawrence Orange.
Mrs.
Hall: Mrs. A. N. Horning,
Connie BoitMrs.
Creasey,
Eva
nott, Walter Barnes.
CreekWhite: Jack Byrd, Lillie
mur, Mrs. Cecil Board.

Meadow Brook Hats
Hats by Paul

WICARSON

E. Ninth Street

Hopkinsville

Kentucky

ANTI-PAIN PILLS
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tes-Eldridge
le wedding of Miss Celeste
tes and James Eldridge took
cc at Fredonia at the home
Rev. John W. Outland, Thurseven, Feb. 25, at 8 o'clock,
the presents of Mr. and Mrs.
J. Eldridge, Miss Mary Kathne Pruitt, Miss Anna Louise
ant and Mr. Paul Moore, Mr.
Mrs. Tom Grubbs and Rev.
Mrs. Outland.
rs. Eldridge is a daughter of
and Mrs. A. P. Yates, MediIle street, and a graduate of
r High School in the class
142.
groom is a son of Mr. and
A. J. Eldridge, of Fredonia,
i a graduate of Fredonia High
iool in the class of 1941. He
a member of the U. S. Coast
ants, stationed at Biloxi,
ss

Johnson, W. H. Strong, P. R.
Shelby, Chas. Parker, H. C.
Russell, F. K. Wylie, Mary Cantrell, J. D. Wallace, M. T. Guess,
Mae Morris, Bessie Richie, Lucy
Kevii, Ray Baker, Mary P.
Stevens, Bertha Young, Blanch
Hopgood, W. G. Oden, H. 0.
Jeffriel, E. A. Whitsett, H. G.
Holland, D. Dyer, Alma Miller,
Geo. H. Stevens, J. H. Morgan,
Roy Willingham, A. L. Wilson
and Miss Emma Morse.

64,200 Bandages
Leave This Week

African Influence

First shipment of bandages for
the nation's fighting men prepared by the local surgical
dressing project, comprising 64,200 sponges, will be made this
week, Mrs. W. C. Sparks, chairman, said Monday. With 10,500
more bandages on hand, the
local quota, through March, is
Dinner Party
96,900.
Mrs. J. A. Bryant, Stone St.,
Volunteer workers have been
ntertained with a six o'clock responding well
recently but
dinner last Wednesday evening. more are needed,
Mrs. Sparks
Present were
Misses Celeste said. Among women who
have
Yates and Anna Louise Bryant been most faithful
and hours
and Messrs Paul Moore and Jim they have devoted
to this work
Eldridge, U. S. Coast Guard, since August are:
Mrs. W. D.
Biloxi, Miss.
Armstrong, 297; Mrs. Allison
Akin, 145; Mrs. M. H. Blythe,
iver-Rowland
255; Mrs. E. B. Chandler, 80;
Attend Funeral
Mrs. C. S. Collier, 233; Mrs. MatIr. and Mrs. Goebel Oliver,
Among out-of-town
friends
ldwell county, announce the and relatives
tie Downing, 82; Mrs. Glen Farmattending the funtheir
rriage of
er, 81; Mts. H. A. Goodwin, 151;
daughter, eral of Mrs.
M. L. Dollar here
Mrs. C. A. Griffin, 169; Mrs. W.
va Nell, to Richard Rowland, Sunday were: Mrs.
Beulah PitC. Haydon, 108; Mrs. Willie
1 of Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Row- zer, Paducah;
R. S. Coleman and
Jones, 70; Mrs. Brad Lacy,. 180;
of the Flat Rock corn- Mrs. Jimmie
Coleman, HopkinsMrs. J. B. Lester, 321; Mrs. F. T.
ty, at Charleston, Mo., Feb- ville; Kelly
Landes, Jake Crid27.
er, Jr, Mrs. Sam Howerton, Mrs. Linton, 216; Mrs. R. W. Lisanby,
J. B. Sory, Mr. and Mrs. Roy 77; Mrs. S. J. Lowry, 56; Miss
oman's Club To
Ashby, Miss Dora Young, and Bertie Nichols, 228; Mrs. R. B.
Seth Wigginton, Fredonia; Miss Ratliff, 56; Mrs. Richard Ratliff,
onsor Book Review
J. Rosenthal, 466;
Nelle Guess, Crider; Miss Doro- 100; Mrs.
lie local Woman's Club will thy Parr, Mr. and Mrs. Howard Mrs. Henry Sevison, 207; Mrs.
W. C. Sparks, 276; Mrs. Rumsey
Asnt Mrs. Sam Catlett in a Rice, Fredonia; Lex
Bell, H.
k review at the
George Bartlett, B. Wilson, Craig Reddle, Taylor, 169; Mrs. Roy Towery,
67; Mrs. Boyd Wade, 48; Mrs.
on Memorial Library, Thurs- Mrs. W. D. Simpson, Mr.
and A. L.
Influence of the North African
Wilson, 85; Mrs. John Mc' afternoon, March 4, at 3 Mrs. Bill Moore, Jimmie
campaign is evident in this creaAdams, Lin,
61.
lock. She will review a Book Mrs. Billy Shanks,
Miss Joyce
tion, called the "Casbah," modelWorkers Tuesday and Thursthe Month selection, "Seventh Jackson,
Miss
Mary
Agnes day
ed by Susan Paley at a Hollynights,
who
ss."
have
worked
Payne, John Mullenix, Mrs. Ray
more than 50 hours are: Miss wood fashion show. The gown
drnission will be the dona- Ellis, Madisonvil
le; Gillie Dollar,
is of heavy beige crepe with
Edna Collins, 66; Miss Archie
n of a book for contribution Marion.
Dunning, 57; Miss Mary Wilson Moroccan design in gold and a
the Victory Book Campaign,
twisted metallic turban covers
Eldred, 83; Miss Emma Morse,
which purpose the event
the hair.
—AP Telemat
Fredoni
a
Ladies'
50; Mrs. A. B. Moss, 80; Miss
11 be given.
Myrtle
Nichols,
51;
Mrs.
J.
L.
Aid Meets
Walker, 50
ptist B&PW
The Fredonia Ladies' Aid met
Thursday night at the home of
roup Meets
Black Markets
Business and Professional Mrs. Ruble Ackridge. Present
were
Mesdames
Smith
Lowery,
Boom
In Belgium
.,n's Group of the First
Washington.—The Department
London (JP)—Food supplies are
• .q church
met
Monday Mitchell Lowery, Raymond
Moore,
Euclid
Quertermous, Ed so inadequate in German-oc of Commerce
mg at 6:30 in the recreation
says newspapers
Harmon, L. C. Folly, Johnson cupied Belgium that stores
of the church for
no are expected to carry their usual
a
Wigginton, Jim Blackburn, F. N. longer are able to furnish
ii "Week of Prayer" service
authorFuller, Ray Blackburn, Noble ized rations of many products large volume of department store
oot-luck" dinner.
advertising this year.
Parish,
Aubra
Litchfield,
Dan
and people are forced to resort
lowing the dinner, a proThe department reported
a
Bugg,
Dave
Perkins,
Tom
Bugg,
to Black Markets and their sky- keen appreciation on
was given by Misses Genethe part of
Ackridge.
and
Ruble
high prices, says the Belgian the store owbers and
;,.utt, Irene Beckner and
managers
The next meeting will be News Agency.
nia Ladd, after which the
of the importance and value of
On the Brussels Black Market newspaper advertising, especialdiscussed plans for send- held March 11 at the home of
butter costs $5.50 a pound, sugar ly in war emergency, not
, lec,rates to a houseparty to Mrs. L. C. Foley.
only
$1.25 a pound and a bar of soap to the store but to its patrons.
c,iven soon at Georgetown
95 cents. The agency says flour
Mrs. Rucker Hostess To
"Some large stores expect to
costs $1.60 a pound, a pair of continue newspaper advertisin
sent were
Misses Irene
g
Fredoni
a
W. M. S.
men's shoes cost $56.00, women's at the 1942 level. Eight, including
;:ner, Geneva Scott, Virginia
dd. Polly Booker, Sarah TrotThe Missionary Society of the shoes $40 and a shirt $8.00.
one chain, report an increase in
Only second-hand shoes are their advertising.
and Mesdames Charles Mc- U. S. Presbyterian Church, Freavailable
ii and Louis Litchfield.
for children.
donia, met at the home of Mrs.
These findings were based on
A. E. Rucker, Monday. Topic for
a sampling survey by field ofThe ophthalmoscope, an instru- ficers in principal cities. Some
discussion was "Latin Speaking
Women Enlisted
in U. S." Present were Mesdames ment that permits examination stores indicate their newspaper
Sewing Project
Noble Parish, John Rice, How- of the interior of the human volume will be limited only by
The local Red Cross Sewing ard Rice, Jimmie Landes, W. M. eye, is believed to have been in- merchandise to sell and news71 under
print to advertise.
the direction of Young; Misses Imogene Wiggin- vented in 1851.
J. H. Calloway, reports ton, Dora Young, Dorothy Parr (
taking part in sewing and Mrs. A. E. Rucker.
:ties since the project startt.:
South Africa
sdames Martha Downing, J.
Burkholder, W. B. Davis, An- Starts To Grow Rice
Osborne, Rebecca Arnett, A.
Durban (JP)—South Africa is
Wilson, John McLin, J. Frank conducting extensive rice-growOwen Ingram, K. P. ing experiments, mostly with
ood. Shell Smith, I. Z. American seed, in an attempt to
Wear Vitality Shoes
'her, J. S. Williams, Mattic counter the rice shortage caused
dley, Mary Craig, Waggoner, by ,Japanese conquests in the
and be Smart!
G. Harrington, P. G. Kirk, far east.
nk Cash, Major Quisenberry,
The shortage has been severe,
Watson, S. G. Dodds, 'Birch particularly in Natal, where rice
eons, F. P. Giannini, Joe forms the staple deit of 170,000
Charlton Gresham, persons.
Johnson Brandon, J. C.
Small importations from Ar.et, G. A. Davis, T. W. Wood- gentina and Brazil were too high
1, Alma Miller, D. E. Patton, priced,
and a seven-acre plot on
A. Stegar, John Gates, Ruby the coastal belt of Zululand
was
ung, J. G. Cothran, Fred sown.
atson, Chas.
Cook, E. R.
The quality of the rice is good,
own, J. M. Seeley, R. A. but large-scale production will
Pepper, H. M. take time.

li

hyllis Gall (above), 13, dies the chains she said be
er, Gust Gall
a Tacoma,
h., war worker, used to hob.
her about the ankles to pre.
her from running away.
1 who went to Tacoma from
larek, N. D., with his family
car ago, was held in $1,001
—AP Telemal

bmarine Bakeries
•rk At Night
‘i I Harbor (iP)—Night tiros
baking time on submarine',
n they rest or cruise on this
ace, while on patrol. B
and cakes are baked
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Stores Continue
Large Advertising

d to you. A

you feel the

OUTS
people and
in the best of

Dresses

Spend Stamp
No.l7 wisely

FALL
iattoteAS

Dresses
Originals

* There's flattery afoot, when you
wear new Vitalitys. Smooth, sleek
lines and sophisticated styling!
Thrilling autumn colors that add
glamour to your costume! A glovelike fit that gives you complete
comfort..,and perfect poise! For a
"fall following"... wear the new

des

slialv tAlci '
And as Jesus passed
forth from thence, He
saw a man, named Matthew, sitting at the • receipt of custom: and He
saith unto him, follow
Inc. And he arose, and
'ollowed Him. — Matthey 9:9.
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VI l'ALITY OPEN
ROAD SHOES
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Princeton Shoe Co.

Ai I Rs
I Itr.,

;;Fine Shoes 'Fitted By X-Ray"
oluhle of

isses Virginia McCaslin, Authe Green and Virginia Hodge
Mr. and Mrs. William Palmer,
March 19 is tin can collection
spent Saturday in Paducah.
Dawson
Road, on the birth of
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Davis, day again in Princeton
and
a daughter, Janice Fay, March 2.
McComb, Miss., spent last week- housewives are urged
to put
• • •
end with friends and relatives
them on the curb early.
here.
Prof. and Mrs. Kendall Bryant,
A full truck load of properly
Mrs. Dique Eldred
E. Market St.. on the birth of a
returned
prepared tin cans was collected
Friday
night from
Bowling
daughter, Marsha Muriel, March
Green, where she spent several in Princeton February 19, about
1, at Princeton Hospital.
days at the home of Mr. and 600 pounds, Chairman J. L.
• • •
Groom
reports.
Mrs. Steger Dollar. •
Mr.
and
Mrs. Howard Rice,
Cans
must
be washed and
Misses Edla, Anna and Edith
Fredonia, on the birth of a son,
Dunbar, all of Paducah, spent all food particles and label reRobert Halburn, March 2, at
Sunday with their mother, Mrs. moved. f3oth ends must be cut
Princeton Hospital.
Amanda Dunbar, Locust street. off and put inside the can
• • •
Mrs. Albert Pitzer, Paducah, cylinder. Ends need not be cut
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Highfil,
entirely
loose.
Cans
must
be
attended the funeral of Mrs. M.
flattened but should not be Mexico, on the birth of a son,
L. Dollar here Sunday.
Hospital.
hammered
.
Sides must have a March 1, at Princeton
Mr. and
Mrs. Irl Stevens,
• • •
Chicago, spent last week-end small space between for the deRev. and Mrs. Wells, Marion,
with friends and relatives here. tinning fluid to wash through
on the birth of a daughter, Feb.
cans,
Mr.
Groom
said.
Mrs. Clay McClain left ThursOil cans, paint cans, varnish 27, at Princeton Hospital.
day night for Mobile, Alabama,
where she will join her hus- cans, floor wax cans and rusty
band, Dr. McClain who is serv- cans cannot be used.
Place prepared cans in a box,
ing an internship in the City
sack, or other suitable contaieHospital there.
By Associated Press
Mrs. Kimball Underwood, Pa- er, in the dry, and put them
Shoes—St
amp 17 good for one
on
the
curb
in
front
of
your
ducah, spent Sunday with her
pair through June 15.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. T. W. home early the morning of
Coffee—Stamp 25 good for one
March 19, to be picked up by the
Woodruff, Franklin street.
pound through March 21.
Mrs. E. Claude House has re- City truck, the chairman asks.
Sugar—Stamp 11
good for
turned to Lake Charles, La., afthree pounds through March 15.
ter spending a few days with
Gasoline—Stamp 4 in "A"
her sister, Dr. Hattie C. Watt,
books good for four gallons
and brother, Paul Cunningham
S. P. Davis, Princeton, was through March 21; "B" and "C"
and family. She was enroute
admitted to the hospital, Mon- books worth four gallons for
home after visiting her son,
day for treatment.
time period noted on top of
Aviation Cadet Allen F. House
• • •
books.
who is receiving his Primary
J. C. Slayton, Marion, reenterTires—"A" book holders must
Training at Parks Air College,
ed the hospital Monday night be inspected by March 31 "B,"
East St. Louis, Ill.
for further treatment for a "C" and "T" holders by Feb. 28.
Mr. and Mrs. William JohnFuel oil—Coupon No. 3 good
mashed foot that was injured
son and daughter, Dorothy, of
several weeks ago when stepped for 11 gallons as follows: Zones
Paducah, Pvt. Orbit Johnson,
on by a horse.
B, Feb. 20, Zone A. Feb. 22.
Ft. Leonard Wood, Mo., and
Coupon No. 4 good for 11 galPaul Moore, Fredonia, were din- Hunt's brother, Bedford
Mc- lons in Zone B through April
ner guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Chesney and Mrs. McChesney
12; Zone A, April 17; Zone C
Bryant Sunday.
here
Wednesday enroute to (10 gallons only), through
April
Mr. and Mrs. Carrolton Child- Owensboro.
6.
ress, Detroit, were in PrinceMiss Helen Hopper has been
ton last week visiting relatives ill at her home on Hopkinsville
Everybody reads The Leader
and friends.
street for several days,, but is
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Ellis, Madi- much improved.
sonville, spent last
Mrs. Elliott Mitchell and little
week-end
with her mother, Mrs. J. S. daughter, Suzanne, left Wednes- Symptoms of Distress Arising from
Stegar and family, Locust St.
day for their home in Detroit,
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Herron after a visit with her parents,
will return to Detroit, Friday Mr. and Mrs. Fred Watson, Mc- DUE TO
FreeBookTells of HomeTreatmentthat
after a week's visit with Mr. Nary street.
Must Help or it Will Cost You Nothing
Herron's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
ver two ref Ilion bottles of the WILT,A RD
John Herron and Mrs. Herron's
Left-handed persons are esti- 0
TREATMENT have been sold for rcliefof
sister, Mrs. Gordon Brown and plated to constitute from five to symptoms of dist roes arising from Stomach
and Duodenal Ulcers due to Excess Acid—
family.
eight percent of the total popu- Poor
Digestion, Sour or Upset Stomach,
Sergeant Clyde Twisdale, lation of the U. S.
Gassiness, Hearthurn, Sleeplessness, etc.,
duo to Excess Acid. Sold on 15 days' trial!
Frankfort, was a business visitor
Ask for "Willard's Message" which fully
here this week.
Modern China began when Sun explains this treatment—tree—at
Mr. and Mrs. George Hunt, Yat Sen in 1911 overthrew
DAWSON'S DRUG STORE
the
Mayfield, were guests of Mrs. last Manchu emperor.
WYLIE & McCLELLAND, Inc.

Ration Calendar

Hospital News

QUICK RELIEF FROM

STOMACH ULCERS
EXCESS ACID

ayam'
and the new
(For Juniors . . . )
• CAROLE KING
• ANN LOUISE ORIGINALS (Bexley)
• CLARIE KAY
• STYLE-ART
• EVELYN ALDEN
• LOMA LEED
• LAMPL
• MARTHA MANNING
• GEORGIANNA
• And other New York styles

are here again
4611end Il'agew"

A dirndl dress of Pebble
Beach Spun Rayon. In
Royal, Luggage,Kelly. Sizes
9 to 15.

Our fine store also feature accessories to
match every costume. We carry a full line of
Gloves, Purses, Skirts, Blouses, Sweaters, Jantzen Girdles, Barbizon and Rhythm Lingerie and
a beautiful assortment of Evening Dresses.
Especially do we invite you to come in and
see our lovely assortment of Spring Hats, including the famous DOBBS.

1111 C 01 'It !ESN 01

rtiNuant num('roils ANn ruaNyrum:
moms OK
V"'1 AN(j. SERVIt I

Can Collection Set The Leader
For Friday, Mar. 19 Congratulates

$6.50

Help Uncle Sam? B U Y U. S.
WAR BONDS AND STAMPS

1'1 'III ISM I) 111111

Personals

Ihese famous Scenes, mailed free on request
P41/11410011X1

Our new line of Suits and Coats are arriving daily.

GOLDNAMER'S
"Princeton's Finest Depart ment Store"

Thursday, March 4, 19
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News From

Your Victory Garden
SAMPLE GARDEN PLAN for a FAMILY OF FIVE—(Recorrunended varieties, when to plant,
and planting distances; the heavy border represents the boundary of the 100 ft. x 100 ft. garden).
WHEN
to plant
(Perennial)

March 15
to
April 1
April 1
to
April 15
April 15
to
May 1

May

June 1
to
June 15

June 15
to
July 1

Feet
between
rows

Glycerine is a colorless
26 1/I percent heavier than

Ul

Three sets of color "d
Three)
(Continued from Page
dead tubes" enable the human en
a
of
body
contained the
distinguish colors
and others
baby. Coroner King
found upwent to the scene and
body in the
the
investigation
on
cat instead
sack to be that of a
of a baby. • • •
Dinner Party
In Standard Old Line
1908—At
Princeton, March 6,
pollee . . . safety fDr
Wednesday eveno'clock
seven
McElroy
Property and Peace of
ing, Mrs. William H. friends
gave a number of her
Hotel for You rash.
an elegant dinner at the
one
was
occasion
Henrietta. The
social enand
delight
festive
of
joyment. The charming guests
and
mess
were all elegantly attired
around
Prissaitrat.
the company, when seated
dining
the tables in the cozy
of
hall, looked like a bevy
spring beauties their fascinating
apparel indicating the longed-for
approach of the gentle spring.
The dinner was sumptous and
grateful and the conversation
pleasHelp Them Clean.. the
was equally delectable and
of Harmful Doily Wag%
ant.
Your kidneys are
The happy participants were
waits matter from the Id stMSa.
kidneys sometimes lag their
the legendary lucky number,
work
not act aa Nature inti•iiii-1 ok
twelve. Mrs. L. G. Cox, Misses
move itnpurities that, if f•!•,,d,
Dollar,
Birgie
poison
system
the
Martin,
sail
Bessie
u;:set flu
body machinery.
Birgie Vivian, Hazel Johnson,
Symptoms may be nagging
persiet•rit headache,attarvs of di •
Aylene Jones, Hester Chappell,
getting
up nights, •••11In1
Alva Lewis, Agnes Orr, Wilda
under the eye•—• fiieVngoi
anziety and ions of pei: and
Herndon, Anna Mae Herndon
Other signs of kidney or hia•d.
order are sometime, tA.,,nt, amp
and the affable hostess.

at

DEPENDA
INSURANCE

WHAT and HOW MUCH to plant (rows 100 ft. long)

2 ASPARAGUS (Martha Washington), 2 it. apart in the row
ASPARAGUS (Martha Washington), 60 ft.; RHUBARB, 40 ft., 3 ft. apart
4
3 PARSNIPS (Guernsey), 75 ft., 2 in. in row—SWISS CHARD (Lucullus, 25 ft
21
/
2 PEAS (Alaska), 11
/
2 lb. seed sown 1 to 2 inches apart
21
/
2 PEAS (Telephone)
2 LETTUCE (Grand Rapids), 30 ft.; RADISHES (White Tip), 70 ft., 2 plantings
MUSTARD (Southern Curled), 50 ft.; SPINACH (Bloomsdale), 50 ft.
2
21
/
2 CABBAGE (Golden Acre), 100 plants
21
/
2 CABBAGE (Succession, Copenhagen, or Wisconsin All Season), 100 plants
2 ONIONS (Yellow sets), 1 gallon of sets planted 2 to 3 inches apart
2 BEETS (Crosby's Egyptian), 2 oz. seed; thin to 3 inches
2 CARROTS (Chantenay), 1 oz. seed; thin to 2 inches
21
/
2 BEANS (Valentine), 50 feet, 1 lb. seed; Bush lima, 50 ft., 1 lb. seed
3 SWEET CORN (Adams), 1 oz. seed; in hills 2-3 ft. apart, or drilled th ft.
3 SWEET CORN (Adams)
3 SWEET CORN (Golden Cross Bantam), with 20 hills, Cushaws, green -striped.
3 SWEET CORN (Golden Cross Bantam)
3 TOMATOES (Earliana, Break O'Day), 35 plants, staked
3 PEPPERS (Ruby King, 50 ft., 25 plants; Eggplant (N.Y.), 50 ft., 20 plants
3 SQUASHES (Summer Straightneck), 30 hills
3 SQUASHES (Table Queen), 20 hills
3 OKRA (White Velvet), 50 ft., thin to 18 in.; BEANS (Greenpod), 50 ft.
31
/
2 SWEETPOTATOES (Porto Rico), 75 slips set 15 inches apart
4 TOMATOES (Marglobe, Greater Baltimore), 25 plants, mulched
4 TOMATOES (Marglobe, Greater Baltimore), 25 plants, mulched
4 TOMATOES (Marglobe, Greater Baltimore), 25 plants, mulched
31
/
2 BEANS (Stringless Greenpod, Kentucky Wonder)
3 SWEET CORN (Stowell's Evergreen, Bantam Evergreen)
3 SWEET CORN (Stowell's Evergreeo, Bantam Evergreen)
3 SWEET CORN (Stowell's Evergreen, Bantam Evergreen)
3 SWEET CORN (Stowell's Evergreen, Bantam Evergreen)
3 SWEET CORN (Stowell's Evergreen, Bantam Evergreen)
BEETS (Detroit Dark Red), 2 oz. seed; thin to 3 inches

John E. Young.Att

Watch Your
Kidneys

TWELVE-YEAR-OLD MOTHER AND BABY—Twelille-year-old
Mrs. R. G. Foster (above) and her seven-pound daughter were
renorted "doing nicely" following the baby's birth in Murphy,
N. C. The young mother, according to hospital records, was born
at Canton, Ga.. in March, 1930. Her 21-year-old husband was
. inducted into the Army last fall.
—AP Telemat

Count Fleet, Derby Favorite,
Played Tricks As 2-Year-Old

LATE CABBAGE, in Alaska pea row
BEANS (Stringless Greenpod), in mustard-and-spinach row
BEANS (Stringless Greenpod), in half of Telephone pea row
BEANS (Stringless Greenpod), 50 ft. in rest of Telephone pea row
KALE (Siberian), 100 ft. in lettuce row, or Turnips (Globe), 100 ft., 1 oz. seed
SPINACH (King of Denmark or Norfolk), in Golden Acre cabbage row
KALE (Scotch), 50 ft.; and Chinese CABBAGE, 50 ft., in one Adams corn row
GREENS or TURNIPS in other Adams corn row and in early beet row
Remove harvested crops and sow rye or barley for winter cover crop. Continue
this through October, using Balbo or Rosen rye.

Guidepost
(Continued from Page Three)
see the former German crown
prince on his island of exile off
Holland, visits Carthage, has a
long ride in Palestine, covers
part of the Scopes trial, writes
about a prize-fighter's manager
and about that famous musical
group down in Baltimore. There
is much shrewdness,some naivete
and a lot of fun in "Heathen
Days," the title of which is
Mencken to the core.

too frequent urination.
There should bri no de,t0-,t that
treatment is wiser t hnr. n.sisa
Doafe's Pipe. boos'
new friends for rnore
forty
They ha•• • nation y
Are recommended by w - h•.! pp*
country over. Ask

DOAN'S PILLS

f

NNESSEE WINS SOU
Noel, Kentucky forwar
the Southeastern conic
avis (4) and Brewer (15

What It Means

-eding The
By John Grover
Associated Press Feature
cod rationing won't end
armistice. It's consider
•' ty in Washington that
Mg will continue at
t ocrogpuayreaanrte.
h theeref,sirsn
lities cease.
ad there's no

From Frank G. Menke,
him of such habits, and forced
New York City
him into a regular work routine.
County Fleet, the early favor- After a while, the Count, who at
July 15
ite to win the Kentucky Derby, first rebelled at the idea
of beto
May 1, may not be the most coming a nice, refined
race
August 1
of Agricul.
prankish colt in racing annals, horse, discarded most of his
thesreta
ent;e
armyent that "F
stunts,
found
a substitute joy in
but he deserves the title until
cirk.°aw
emrtinind'Sesthe war and write
August
someone can recall a more art- his morning workouts, and runce," through Vice Presi
ning in the afternoons faster and
ful champion.
September
.ce's post-war plans, t
Capital Stock Co. Insu
Spraying
Around the John D. Hertz even faster until he hung out a Fruit Needs
tear implication from
is safe and reliable.
Prepared by John S. Gardner, field agent in gardening, College of Agriculture, University of barns he was known as the new world's record for the mile
Good crop prospects include
istration sources that Is
Kentucky
"Count Cuckoo," and not with- by a 2-year-old-1:34 4-5—and fruit this year. But spraying is Princeton, K).
implement our military .
Phase
out reason. He's the originator of climaxed a year of brilliant ex- necessary to have clean fruit, relomatic policies during •
S.
110
Jefferson
St.
gardless
season.
the
of
the
For
ploits
by
winning
the mile and
more playful tricks than any
Meatless Days
;rethaennw
ouanre
.
sixteenth Walden, over a slow benefit of orchard owners and
horse within memory.
announced purpose of
Old Stuff To Navy
track,
in 1:44 4-5—and winning farmers who have fruit trees, the You Women Who
Early in the Spring of 1942,
Suffer
,abilitation organization he
Kentucky College of Agriculture
Washington (JP) — When the when he was held in little es- by a margin of 20 lengths.
by Herbert Lehman is feed •
and Home Economics has pubteem,
nobody
and
expected
anyAmerican Navy was a fledgling
peoples liberated from
lished
spray
schedules
apples,
for
By Margaret Kernodle
thing
much
buy war stamps and bonds."
of
him,
Count
Fleet
—ten years before its successful
Chickens Pay Well
'yoke. Our allies, now dra
peaches
and
plums.
Associated Press Features
The
leaflets,
was
permitted
go
to
through
his
Keep Fit—"America needs you war on the pirates of Tripoli-food supplies from our p.
which contain information on
Washington—"You have the strong for the extra work it the first Navy Ration Law of routine of stunts, unless of In Adair County
pool, will have cl
when
and
how
to
spray,
may
course,
be
they caused his attendMrs. Herman Wesley in Adair
important job of raising the takes to win the war. Eat enough 1794 provided for meatless Wedon further food suppl
ants a little discomfort. As for county, Kentucky, gathered 2,- obtained at offices of county
nesdays.
food that will win the war," says of the right foods. Be sure
the reconstruction penis
your
agents or by writing to the col- If you-111:.• no mar.y u men
The authorized ration was /
the U. S. Department of Agricul- drinking water is safe.
1
2 instance, the one which called 859 eggs from her flock of 200
the ages r f 39 and 52 -sufer
ireven probable that t
Get
hot flashes, weak, d!zzy. r.errous
pound of rice, 4 ounces of cheese, for him to sidle up to a human, hens in January. This is an lege at Lexington.
ture to the farm family in a enough rest and sleep.
ed Axis peoples w
Plan for
and then slap the human with average of 14 eggs a hen, which
lags. distresei of "Irreg'ilanres".
brand new booklet.
•e to be fed while the poneeded medical and dental care." 4 ounces of molasses or 2 ounces the side of his head—with joltblue at times—due to the fuo
More
than
3,000,000
acres
of
County
Agent R. B. Rankin
"Raise food, manage time,
rnan s'
middle age period in a w,
world is being fashioned.
Fight Waste—"Waste nothing: of butter, one pound of seabis- ing force.
notes is well above standard pro- potatoes are planted annually try taking Lydia E. Finkham's V
cuit or hardtack and a pint of
manage money, keep fit, fight food, clothing, fuel,
verything
light, equippoints to a who
in
the
United
Once
outside
States,
the
barn,
It's
Count
once.
the
yielding table Compound at
duction for midwinter. The eggs
rum or one quart of beer per
waste and work together" head- ment, furnishings.
rld on short rations for
If you grow
known medicine you can buy
400,000,000 bushels.
Fleet was liable to do any- brought $65. The feed was
man.
lines the spring bulletin.
worth
• one crop year after the
made especially for tre—.rn.
more food than your family can
w.
And this is the way the depart- use, trade
On other days sailors also en- thing—and usually did. Without $36, which left a profit of $29.
Pinkham's Compound is (snow
U. S. no less than other
with your neighbors or
Bolivia's flag consists of three relieve such distress. Taken
reason,
he
would
lunge
the
into
The
n
hens
ment says to do it:
joyed
salt
help
meat,
without
the
themselves to
..
It
give to schools for lunches. Turn
could
horizontal bars of equal width —It helps build up resistance
take longer.
air and put on a shadow boxing laying mash, yellow corn,
Save Time--"Do first the tasks
oys- of
o
in old metal, rubber, rags; also benefit of refrigeration, and exhibition. He would walk side- ter
also
clear
It
symptoms.
annoying
such
formula for food d'
red, yellow and green.
shell, warm water and balthat help to win the war. Streamflue stomachic tonic.
fat that can't be used for food." dried beans or peas or potatoes ways, jump over imaginary bo
onion has been advanced
rye. Last year Mrs. Wesley county
line your housekeeping. Use
Thouaands upon thousands
has been getting as high
Work Together—"Work out a and turnips if they were avail- ditches, neigh whole-heartedly,
Post-war world
women—rich and poor aim
received over $600 from eggs as 50
short cuts. Allow some time for
suggestion
$.• who have
eggs a day from 75 hens. reported benefits. Time and
plan with your neighbors for able.,
nuzzle all and sundry and then produced by her flock
church, school and neighborhood
considered t
of
175
to
They
are
Lydia Pinkham's Compound
selling farm products and for repair and reupholster furni- wham—he'd hit them with
•dem
comfortably
housed
suggest
in
that some fsx
his 200 hens.
wartime services. Plan for good
a new house 20 by 20 feet, and proved some women's happiest
buying together equipment and ture."
will be taken from
head and then neigh again in
times now and then."
Mrs. Theron Taylor of Adair fed
often can be during their "
th
a
supplies. Exchange labor, discuss
well-balance
nage
d
ration.
Save
class almost at onc
Clothing—"Make over delight.
Follow label directions. Worth
Save Money—"Plan ahead what
problems."
t
now
clothes that are not too worn;
Stable boys didn't like to ride
coffee, sugar an,
you expect to take in, what you
Save Food — "Produce year- mend carefully, protect from him. He knew too many
•• are scarce
must pay out, what you can get
rodeo
because
o
.
round
supply:
milk,
meat, eggs. moths and other pests; use tricks. There never was anyalong without, and how much
shortages. Huge stock
st in the
you can save to pay debts and Plant garden to have vegetables laundering methods that do not thing vicious about him; everyproducing countnitsdaily: fresh, dried, canned,stored. weaken or fade."
ling only
thing he did was in the spirit
shipping that wil
Grow fruit trees and berries.
Protect Health—"Serve daily of fun. But the boys used to
vailable almost on
armistic
Use home-grown grain for flour, foods needed for good health; steady-gaited performers,
who
meal, cereal. Produce at home: have toilet in sanitary condition; did what they were
..e
mustering
told to do,
sorghum, sirup, honey. Make at check
farrn laborers, out of million
chimneys for safety; avoided the opportunities to
and the releas •
home: bread, butter, cheese."
kindle fires without using oil; breeze Count Fleet.
farm workers
now in war in
Save Fuel—"Cut wood without guard against falls, cuts, burns,
One morning the Count was
'r, rop sbhlo
eu
midin ease
the pee.
waste; cut wood ahead to dry have someone in your family not as playful as
farm
ac
problem
usual; he seemethee first
out; protect woodland from fire; trained in first aid and home ed to be in a
crop year.
crop
mood where he
use wood or coal stoves in place care of the sick."
.orld wheat
wanted to run. And when Trainstocks. already
of oil; make house weather-tight,
Save Time—"Plan work as far er Cameron glanced at his watch
rflowing granaries
use storm doors and windows ahead as possible; plan for fam- and saw the
in the cebelts,
time turned in by
will
where needed; insulate if possi- ily to share work; arrange furni- "Count Cuckoo,"
'IY bread to be ample to
he was one of
the post-war
ble; heat only rooms in use, ture and equipment to save the most surprised
men in these
close off others; keep house only steps; have meals that are easily United States.
at's all
to the good.
moderately warm; save lights." prepared; put away things selThen and there Cameron, who
The
'War shortages,
Protect House and Furnish- dom used and ornaments that had
however, are
tolerated
Count Fleet's
to
be
critical
•
in
Business
ings—"Screen doors and win- take time to clean."
Letterheads
meats, fats
clowning, proceeded to break
Oils and
the high-vitamin
dows; plan best use of closet
gu
•
roPe's
space; arrange more if needed;
Business Envelopes
livestock is goIn 327 B.C. the armies of Alexlast. It's
keep house painted, papered, ander the Great found great
doubtful if brood
J.
E.
•
roofed; have cellar or cave to numbers of bananas being
Statements
NATiOSNAL
raised
LIFE AND
HERROD
store fruits, vegetables and oth- in India.
ACCIDENT
• Special Forms
I NSURAMCK
er foods; keep household equip"Shield Man"
ment in repair, oiled as needed;
Everybody reads The Leader
SM,ILlnS
• BUSINESS PRINTING
You
Princeton, Ky.
OF ALL KINDS •
July 1 to 15

What The Farm Wife Needs:
A Good Efficiency Expert

Gus Kortrecht,

Fire and Auto
Insurance

HOT FLASHES
CHILLY FEEVI

Personal and
Business Stationery

girls know
many
So
all about

CARD
Have
tried its.
-way help?
2.cia.cboesonto
bst
.s

Business Printing

America's Most Widely-Used House Paint!

Dr. Hallie C. Watt

More homes are painted with
Sherwin-Williams SWP than with
any other brand of paint! Why?
Simply because in SWP House
Paint beauty, protection and economy combine to give you the most
in real, honest-to-goodness paint for every cent
youspend per gallon!Ask $3•
us for a free color card.
Gal. in I's

OPTOMETRIST
Phone 250

FOR SALE!

25

• BEAUTIFUL!
• DURABLE!
• ECONOMICAL!

swiab, HOUSE
1"-- PAINT

litreAkilliktIllW

The Princeton Leader

•

J. S. CARTWRIGHT

ADVERTISING
East Market Street

PRINTERS

, -••••
„ ••
•

I have
recently purch
stock of Mrs.
Byron
to come
in and take
a
bor,Na i ns
we offer
you
Come in
today and ma
there is a
dise is variety to choo
arriving every
day

STATIONERs
Princeton. by

820 N. Jefferson St.

•••

4
.
4
0
00110004.

Phone No. 50

As long as supply lasts.

Phone 321

•

CABINETS
• Social
• Personal
Choice of Plain,
Rinpletone, Laid Finish
• Carbon Paper
• Second Sheets
• Typewriter Ribbons
• Cardboard
• Scratch Pads
• Copy Paper

•
Sweet Potatoes, Seed and
Eating Stock. Mao Honey.

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

Eldred Hardware Company

,1

E. Main St.

Personal Stationery

..
‘.400046ev
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Glycerine is a
colorless
26 11 percent
heavier thaz
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Three sets of
color "de
tu bes" enable
the
distinguish colors human
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First Aid To Taxoavers
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Your kidneys are etiubwiti,
wants matter from the
kidneys sometimes lag blood
in their
not set as Nature
intended-1W
move impurities that.
retail's&
poison the system and ifupset
ta.
body machinery.
Symptoms may be nagOag
persistent headache.
ed
getting up nights, attack
melbas,
under the syse---• feeling
anxiety and loss of pep andef
Other signs of kidney or
h
order are sometimes burning
,
too frequent urination.
There should be no doubt
that
treatment is wiser than
night
Doom's Pills- Doaa's have hen
new friend, for more than lofty
They have • nation -side
Are recommended by grateful
country over. Ask 1/011I

Gus Kortrecht,
Fire and Auto
Insurance
Capital Stock Co. Ins
is safe and reliable.
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HOT FLASHES
CHILLY FEEL!'

If you—like so many women
the ages of 38 and 52--euffel
hot flashes, weak, dizzy, n
ings, distress of "irregulart
blue at times--due to the f
middle age period In a woman's
try taking Lydia E. Pintrism's
table Compound at otter. It's
known medicine you can nay
made especially for women.
Pinkham's Compound is
relieve such distress. Taken
—It helps build up resistance
such annoying symptoms. It she
tine stomachic tonic.
Thousands upon thousan&
women—rich and poor alit
reported benefits. Time and
Lydia Plnkham's Compound
proved some women's happiest
often can be during their
rollow label directions. Worth

ineMr.
mite
trai
fur

The flag of Argentina consists
of three horizontal bars of equal
width of sky blue, white, and
sky blue, with a figure of the
sun in the center.

Yellow Or:
White Return

e

By Alexander R. George
A recent survey showed that
Associated Press Features
about 70 percent of the persons
Washington.—The income taxwith dominant right hands also
have dominant right eves.
payer who took a bride, or was
divorced, or became a papa in
1942
should
consider
those
changes in his fajnily status
when he comes to the question
of using the regular or the simplified tax form.
with
Wage earners with a 1942
gross income which did not exceed $3,000 can use either form
Thousands of persons in this
bracket were married, or separated from their spouses, or ac117 W. Main St.
Phone 54
quired or lost dependents in
1942. For some, the personal exemption or credit for dependents
is much larger on the simplified
(yellow) form, No. 1040A. For
others, those deductions will be
much larger on the regular
(white) form, No. 1040.
Creomulston relieves promptly beThe reason is that in the yelcause It goes right to the seat of the
low form, personal exemptipn
trouble to help loosen and expel
germ laden phlegm, and aid nature
and credit for dependents hinges
PENNIES SWELL CHILD'S
to soothe and heal raw,
FUND
r, inon family status as of July 1,
well, of Springfield, Ill., adds 800 —Six-year-old Dickie Las- flamed bronchial mucotende
NESSEE WINS SOUTHEASTERN
us mempennies from an office on New
TITLE—Cook (43), Tennessee guard
York's Wall Street to his contributi
branes. Tell your druggist to sell you
Kentucky forward (on one knee
, recovers the fumble 1942. In the white form, the
ons to swell the amount re- a bottle of Creomulsio
in center) under the Kentucky
ceived from all parts of the natio
n with the unSoutheastern conference baske
basket in the final game amount of credit and exemption
n to $674 since he was taken
tball tournament in Louisville,
to derstanding you must like the way it
a Springfield hospital suffering
, (.1) and Brewer (15) of Kentucky
Ky. Tennessee won, 33 to 30. is based on the period for which
from lymphatic leukemia. The quickly allays the cough or you
also are after the ball.
are
youngster has received 13 blood
--AP Telemat the taxpayer was married or the
transfusions and physicians talk- to have your money back.
ed of injecting bone marrow
head of a family.
hat It Meansfrom a volunteer in an effort
to
check the disease.
Engineers Develop
Suppose your marriage took
—AP Telemat
place on July 1. Under the yelfor Coughs,Chest Colds. Bronchitis
New Chick Brooder
low return you get the full $1,- Steel Mad
e Available
Columbus, a (JP)—A practical 200 exemption
for a married
By John Grover
stock remains to supply Euro chick brooder which uses elec- man. Unde
r the white return For Farm Machinery
sociatecl Press Features
tric
bulbs as a source of heat has you get only $850
pean needs, even in the meat
Washington, (JP)—To meet deexemption
i rationing won't end with
been developed at the Ohio Ex- ($250 for
the six months as a mands
in istice. It's considered a exporting countries, for many periment Station. Few
of Secretary of Agriculcritical single man, plus $600 for the
tv in Washington that ra- years.
materials are required for its six months
ture Wickard, the War ProductThe
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a
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mity
of
man)
the
.
post-war construction and
will continue at least
it can be made
So, if your wages were $2,800 ion Board has earmarked 185,000 Lost
Forty Pounds, Felt up nights to get my breath.
the first crop year after feeding problems can be seen at home at a moderate
I
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your
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fact
for taxes, tons of steel for delivery in the
that in 1943, ac- helping
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Of Exhaustion, States Mr. but felt I was doomed to
Agriculture, military and lend- equipment shortage, I. P. Blaus- cent of income), your tax under farm machinery. The
conI then.
allocation,
er, Ohio State University special- the yello
Faulkner. Eats Plenty Now tinue suffering:
w form would be $68 WPB said, will
Secretary of Agriculture lease requirements "will probab- ist in agricultural
make
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The Lillie F. Murphy Store

KENTUCKY
HOTEL

the pause that refreshes. Enjoy it whenev
er
you can.
It's natural for popular names to acqu
ire friendly
abbreviations. That's why you hear Coca
-Cola
called Coke. Both mean the same thin
g...
"coming from a single source, and well
known
to the community".

t;

Louisville's newest and most centrally located home-away-from-home, in Kentucky's
metropolis . . . Prices will conform to your
idea of moderate charges for serv
ice
rendered.
Youth rates Coca-Cola high in its
schedule of
recreation. Pure, wholesome, tastegood refreshment, it's the just-right companion
for games
and social gatherings.

For Reservation
Write—
W. L STODGILL,
Assistant Manager.
inialn111491.619.lllllllllll
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The best is always the better buy!
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Kentucky At Top
In Post-War Plan
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Get Our Prices On Feeds and
Seeds Before You Buy
WE HAVE—
Red Top
Timothy
Blue Grass
Orchard Grass
Sweet Clover
Red Clover
Kansas Alfalfa
Korean
Feed Oath

Cotton Seed M,•al
'Soy Bean Oil Meal
16% and 32% Dairy Fei
36% Hog Supplement
Pig and Sow Meal
Wheat Shorts
Chick Starting Mash
Growing Mash

Egg Mash

CLAUDE ROBINSON
Hopkinsville Road

Phone 1

LOW OPERATION COST
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NEVER FINER NEVER BETTER
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HARING the dangers of combat to make those little things that mean so much
to men available in shell hole or life raft.

S

NUtouch and cheerful sympathy that the Gray Ladies give

KING the weary days of convalescence more bearable with

the

human

Fruit Bars
Soda
Crackerscra`2kmlebi
Apples Old
.::::141‘
2 15(
3- Evaporated Milk
1(k Pop Cornte7 Time,,'11(
Wheat Flakes Thed"er'27:-.11(
ri
P- Pancake Flour
I- laundry Bleach
Matches Arnet,:i7..ACe 6

Home

through

Red

C

OLLECTING our people's blood for plasma given so freely and
needed so
urgently in ever increasing amounts as the casualty lists grow.
Organizing
and sustaining thousands of production groups where our
women give long hours
to provide surgical dressings and clothing in enormous
quantities.

15 cos can
p
to P.

Package

The barest outline of how Red Cross serves. It belongs
to all of us, it must have support from
all.
The Second War Fund is greater than the First, but
no greater than the increased needs.

RED CROSS

Kentucky Whip & Collar Co.
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SAVE YOUR RATION
POINTS—EAT

Fresh Fruits and Vegetables

4 for20(

GRAPEFRUIT
= large size
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NEW CABBAGE
large green heads
White Michigan Eating
POTATOES
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TEMPLE ORANGES
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(Beautiful bowl with each 2

health

Cross First Aid, Home Nursing Courses, Canteen, Motor Corps
and Nurse's Aide
training to meet the new needs and the grim civilian dangers of
modern warfare.

Your Dollars help

lb. 11

= SAUER KRAUT, extra fine
quality
— large quart jar, 16c
lb.
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BABY CHICKS, 21 breeds, bloodtested, $5.95 and up. Prompt
shipments Mondays or Thursdays. Electric brooders. Write
for prices. Hoosier, 716 West
Jefferson, Louisville, Ky.
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WANTED—Man for Rawleigh
Route in Caldwell county.
Permanent if you are a hustler. For particulars write Raw- ,
leigh's, Dept. KYB-215-103A,
Freeport, Ill. or see Claud M
Young, Kuttawa, Ky. 18-254

service men and their families.

All animal and plant
believed to tont:tin ley
some form

t. Thomas J.
been station•.

FOR SALE: Kurtzman Piano.
Good condition. Call 64.
2t

T 15 shoulder to shoulder with our fighting forces from training camp to the
Ifront
lines. Understanding and helping with the problems and troubles of the

Haiti's flag coriaista
horizontal bars of equal
dark blue above red,
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AAA TO Celebrate
10th Anniversary
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NO CITY TAXES

Free Garden Seed
May Be Provided

HE RED CROSS is pressing forward on every front. It is carrying overseas
ever increasing stores of relief supplies, clothing and medicines to the war
victims with all that goes with that vast operation of distribution, warehousing,
transportation and administration.

Corn is grown !, •
world on more than
acres of land; the annual
about 5 billion bushel,.
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